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Summary of Key Issues
Introduction
As part of the Envision Eugene urban growth boundary (UGB) process, in 2015, the Eugene City Council
provided direction on housing by initiating several projects. These included establishing a baseline urban
growth boundary (UGB), establishing urban reserves, growth monitoring, and updating the City’s
needed housing (clear and objective) regulations for land use applications. Related to the City’s needed
housing regulations, the Council specifically directed the following:


Update the City’s procedures and approval criteria for needed housing applications.



Target for City consideration of proposed updates: within 1 year of State acknowledgement of
the baseline UGB.

Multiple factors contribute to the need to update the City’s existing land use application approval
criteria and procedures for housing developments. As identified during the Envision Eugene process,
Eugene will need to accommodate approximately 15,000 new homes within our urban growth boundary
(UGB) by 2032. We will need to find a way to efficiently accommodate this growth while preserving the
community’s values regarding livability, public health and safety, and natural resource protection.
Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 197.307(4) requires that housing developers must have access to an
approval process that applies only clear and objective standards, conditions, and procedures regulating
the development of housing. In addition, ORS 197.307(4)(b) requires that the clear and objective
standards, conditions, and procedures may not discourage housing through unreasonable cost or delay.
Standards, conditions and procedures regulating the development of housing include development
standards such as setbacks and building height that apply to housing at the time of building permit, as
well as land use application approval criteria that apply to the development of housing.
In 2001-2002, as part of a major update to the City’s land use code, the Eugene City Council adopted a
two-track system for the following types of land use applications: partitions, subdivisions, site reviews,
conditional use permits and planned unit developments. One track allows applicants to use the “clear
and objective” approval criteria required by ORS 197.307(4). In Eugene’s land use code, these clear and
objective tracks are called the “Needed Housing” tracks. The Needed Housing tracks are intended to
offer a predictable path to approval for housing projects that meet the approval criteria contained in the
track. The City also offers land use applicants an alternative process that includes discretionary (i.e.
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subjective) approval criteria. The discretionary track is designed to allow more flexibility in how projects
may meet development standards. In Eugene’s land use code, these discretionary tracks are called
“General” tracks. Housing applicants are entitled to choose either track.
Through this project, Eugene’s existing clear and objective land use application approval criteria and
procedures will be evaluated and may be updated to meet the following goals:
 accommodate growth on lands available within our current UGB
 continue to provide a clear and objective path to land use approval for all housing as required by
State law
 guide future development in a way that reflects our community’s values
The Clear & Objective Housing: Approval Criteria Update kicked off earlier this year, following State
acknowledgement of the baseline UGB in January 2018. As detailed in the project charter and public
involvement plan, this project will be completed in four phases. Phase 1, the current phase, includes
outreach to stakeholders, an external land use code audit, and an internal legal analysis that helped to
identify the range of issues to be addressed within the scope of this land use code update. Phase 1
culminates in this Summary of Key Issues report.

About This Report
As part of Phase 1 outreach, staff reached out to stakeholders to solicit input on identifying key issues to
be addressed within the scope of the Clear & Objective Housing Approval Criteria Update. Outreach
included listening sessions, focus group sessions, phone calls, and in-person follow-up sessions. Staff
hosted multiple focus group sessions June 11 and 12, 2018 to gather stakeholder observations regarding
residential development and to solicit specific input on how the City’s current clear and objective criteria
are working. The questions posed to the focus groups included what criteria and procedures are
working; what criteria and procedures should be fixed or removed; and, what topics are not addressed
by the current approval criteria that should be. The focus group sessions were facilitated by the project
consultant performing the land use code audit, Elizabeth Decker of JET Planning. Over 50 stakeholders
were invited to participate and the following 24 people representing neighborhood associations and
residents, housing builders and developers, design professionals, housing advocates and affordable
housing providers attended:
Bill Aspegren
Thomasina Bates
Jon Belcher
Sara Bergsund
Ron Bevirt
Gwen Burkard
Renee Clough
Paul Conte
Ted Coopman
Michael DeLuise
Laurie Hauber
Maureen Jackson
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Carolyn Jacobs
Margie James
John Jaworski
Kaarin Knudson
Colin McArthur
Steve Ochs
Emily Reiman
Rick Satre
Carol Schirmer
Nathaniel Teich
Tom Walter
Stacey Yates
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In addition to these stakeholders, a session was held with City of Eugene development review staff from
Planning, Public Works and Land Use. Prior to the focus group sessions, input was provided by the Home
Builders Association of Lane County and their legal counsel, Bill Kloos.
After the focus group sessions, staff and the consultant received additional comments via email over the
following three-week period. Using the information collected—in addition to doing a review of the
Eugene land use code relevant to housing applications, the City’s long-range plans, and recent land use
decisions including appeals—Ms. Decker completed a code audit identifying areas of the land use code
where she feels opportunities to improve efficiency and effectiveness for housing applications exist
(Appendix A). In addition, Ms. Decker provided summaries of the input from the focus group sessions
(Appendix B) and follow-up email submissions (Appendix C).
This Summary of Key Issues Report (informed by the results of the consultant’s code audit and the
feedback from community outreach and internal development review staff) is a compiled set of the
issues identified by interested parties. Staff received many responses, with topics ranging over a broad
spectrum of issues with diverse (at times contradicting) concerns associated. The defined scope and
timeline for this project require a strong focus on issues specific to the clear & objective approval
criteria. Many issues were identified that do not fit within the current scope, as described further in this
report. However, some out-of-scope issues may merit further study. To the extent possible, staff will
share information with other appropriate staff and keeping track of issues outside the scope of the
current project to flag for potential, future update efforts.
To organize a high volume of issues, and to assist stakeholders in focusing our limited time on issues
most relevant to project outcomes, staff sorted the issues identified by interested parties into three
groups: items that are maintenance-level, significant items that require more discussion, and items that
are outside the scope of this project.
Maintenance Issues: Several identified issues represent procedural changes or amendments
that would create consistency between the Needed Housing (clear and objective) and General
(discretionary) review tracks or consistency with other sections of the land use code. These
issues will continue to be considered as part of the update; however, they require only
maintenance-level code revisions that are relatively straightforward. Therefore these
maintenance level issues do not require discussion time during the working group sessions.
Although community members may comment on any issue they wish, maintenance-level issues
offer readily-available solutions that require less attention and discussion relative to larger,
more challenging issues that will require working group attention. Staff recommend focusing
comment on proposed maintenance concepts during the next phase.
Significant Issues for Discussion: This category of issues represents the core challenges
identified in the clear & objective approval criteria. These issues are recommended as the focus
of working group discussions and development of proposed solutions.
Out of Scope Issues: This category includes identified, key issues that may warrant being
considered by the City but cannot be addressed within the scope of the Clear & Objective
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Update for a variety of reasons, as described for each issue. Although staff recommends
focusing comment on “significant issues for discussion,” interested parties wishing to comment
further on out of scope issues are invited to suggest relative priorities for potential, future code
updates through the code improvement program.
This report is organized to present the maintenance issues first, followed by issues that require more
discussion, and finally, issues that are outside the scope of this project. Within each section, the issues
are provided in no particular order regarding priority. For each issue, the following information is
provided:
Description: Includes an explanation of the particular key issue. Issue descriptions are based
on information provided by interested parties – they do not represent the views or
recommendations of City staff. Just because an issue is raised in this report does not mean
that the City perceives the issue as a problem or that the issue will be addressed in the
proposed code amendments that are ultimately presented to the City Council. The issue
descriptions are simply a restatement of feedback provided by interested parties. To the
extent possible, the words of the source of the particular key issue were used. In cases where
there was not much to go by, staff attempted to interpret the issue and provide additional
context. In other cases, given the amount of information provided, the issues were summarized.
Applies to: Identifies the type of the land use application(s) that the issue applies to. Currently,
there are clear and objective approval criteria for five types of land use applications: conditional
use permits, site reviews, partitions, planned unit developments and subdivisions.
Existing Code Section(s): Provides the pertinent section number(s) of Eugene Code Chapter
9 (land use code).
Existing Code Language : Includes excerpts of the relevant land use code sections.
Possible Action: Suggests one or more possible solutions. These do not represent the only
possible solutions or the staff recommended solution for a particular issue. Rather, they are
provided to help the reader begin to think of ways to solve the issue. In many cases, these
proposed possible actions came directly from the source of the particular key issue. Also, just
because a possible action is suggested in this report does not imply or otherwise mean that it
will be the preferred solution. As detailed in the project charter, during Phase 2 of the project,
this Summary of Key Issues report will be used as part of the stakeholder working group
meetings where the issues will be reviewed and vetted, and concepts (actions or solutions to
address the issue) will be generated and evaluated.
Improvement: Lists the potential type of improvement the possible action would result in
based on the categories of: efficiency, effectiveness, consistency, statutory compliance, and
value implementation.
Source: Identifies where the issue originated – the audit, stakeholders or staff.
As noted above, the Eugene land use code currently includes two adopted review tracks for land use
applications related to housing. This two-track system was based on the prior statutory requirement to
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have clear and objective standards, conditions and procedures for “needed housing” developments (as
defined by State law) and the allowance to have an alternative, discretionary process. The two tracks
currently adopted are called the “Needed Housing” track (meets the clear and objective requirement)
and the “General” track (optional discretionary track). Recent changes to State law now require that all
housing have access to clear and objective standards. Given this change in State law, calling the track
that meets the clear and objective requirement “Needed Housing” is confusing since all housing is now
entitled to this review. For this reason, throughout this report and other project documents, staff will
refer to the two tracks as the “clear and objective” track and the “discretionary” track. This is one of the
“issues” we are looking forward to addressing as part of the project.
A draft copy of this summary report was made available to the public on August 22, 2018. A two-week
feedback period closed on September 5, 2018. Stakeholders were asked to consider whether there were
any issues that had been identified that were missing or not captured correctly. During this time, staff
also consulted with other departments regarding the issues related to their purview. Most comments
received from stakeholders provided additional perspective and opinion regarding the issues already
outlined in the report; however, the following changes were made in response to feedback received:
 Issue # COS-20 (Pedestrian Definition) was added to the list of significant issues.
 Issue # COS-17 (Does Not Hamper Provision of Public Open Space) was moved to the
maintenance section and renumbered to COM-18 based on input from Parks and Open Space.
A compilation of the written comments received is included in Appendix D.
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Key Issues: Maintenance Items
Maintenance items are those key issues that represent policy neutral procedural changes or amendments
that bring consistency between the two review tracks, with other sections of the land use code or with
State law. For ease of reference, Clear & Objective Maintenance items are identified with a “COM”
preceding the issues number.

ISSUE #: COM-01 (NEEDED HOUSING CRITERION)
Description: Each of the five land use application types includes an approval criterion that
requires the applicant to demonstrate that the proposed housing is “needed housing” as defined
by State statutes. This criterion is no longer relevant, because, as a result of recent changes to
state law, all housing, not just needed housing, must have access to a clear and objective review
track.
Senate Bill 1051, which became effective in August 2017, amended ORS 197.307(4) to require
local governments “adopt and apply only clear and objective standards, conditions and
procedures regulating the development of housing, including needed housing.” Previously, the
statute only applied to “needed housing on buildable land.” With the revision to the statute, it is
clear that all housing in Eugene is entitled to clear and objective criteria.
Applies To : Conditional Use, Partition, Planned Unit Development, Site Review, and Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8100(1), EC 9.8220(1), EC 9.8325(1), EC 9.8445(1), EC 9.8520(1)
Existing Code Language:
(1)

The applicant has demonstrated that the proposed housing is needed housing as
defined by State statutes.

Possible Action: Remove this criterion from the approval criteria for conditional use, partition,
planned unit development, site review, and subdivision applications.
Improvement: Statutory Consistency
Source: Audit, Staff

ISSUE #: COM-02 (APPLICABLE STANDARDS REFERENCE)
Description: One of the clear and objective conditional use permit approval criteria requires
compliance with “all applicable standards including, but not limited to” those standards listed in
the subsection. This wording is inconsistent with similar criteria for other application types, which
require compliance with “all of the following” standards and include a comprehensive list of
standards. In addition, the list of standards does not include several standards addressed under
the discretionary track:
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EC 9.2000 through 9.4170 regarding lot dimensions, solar standards, and density
requirements for the subject zone and overlay zone;
EC 9.6500 through 9.6505 Public Improvement Standards; and
EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other Public Ways
Where the proposal is to establish non-residential uses subject to residential density
requirements on development sites in the residential zone category, it shall achieve the
minimum and maximum density requirements in accordance with Table 9.2750
Residential Zone Development Standards, unless specifically exempted elsewhere in this
code or granted a modification through an approved conditional use permit. For purposes
of calculating “net density,” the acreage of land considered shall include the entire
development site and exclude public property, such as public streets, parks, and other
public facilities.

Applies To : Conditional Use
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8100(4)
Existing Code Language :
(4)

The proposal complies with all applicable standards, including, but not limited to:
(a) EC 9.6706 Development in Flood Plains through EC 9.6709 Special Flood Hazard
Areas - Standards.
(b) EC 9.6710(6) Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
(c)
EC 9.6730 Pedestrian Circulation On-Site.
(d) EC 9.6735 Public Access Required.
(e)
EC 9.6750 Special Setback Standards.
(f)
EC 9.6775 Underground Utilities.
(g) EC 9.6780 Vision Clearance Area.
(h) EC 9.6791 through 9.6797 regarding stormwater flood control, quality, flow
control for headwaters area, oil control, source control, easements, and
operation and maintenance.
(i) An approved adjustment to a standard pursuant to the provisions beginning at
EC 9.8015 of this land use code constitutes compliance with the standard.

Possible Action: Add additional development standards to EC 9.8100(4) and revise the language
to ensure compliance with all applicable standards.
Improvement : Effectiveness, Consistency
Source: Audit

ISSUE #: COM-03 (BONDING REQUIREMENT)
Description: One of the clear and objective approval criteria for conditional use permits and site
reviews requires that public improvements be constructed or bonded before the application is
approved. The timing of this criterion may be problematic for developers as it requires that
improvements be constructed or bonded at the time an application is submitted for review, when
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those improvements are not required or specified in the conditions of approval until issuance of
the decision. This criterion has no equivalent in the discretionary track for conditional use or site
review, and matches a criterion for final subdivisions and final partitions, suggesting that it is
more appropriate for a final review in a two-step process. The intent of the criterion could
effectively be met by applying a condition of approval based on EC 9.8100(4) and EC 9.8445(4)(b)
which require compliance with EC 9.6500 through 9.6505 Public Improvement Standards.
The final planned unit development criteria do not include a requirement to complete or bond for
public improvements. Instead, this is listed as an application requirement.
Applies To : Conditional Use, Site Review, Planned Unit Development
Existing Code Section(s): 9.8100(5), 9.8445(5), 9.8360(4)
Existing Code Language :
(5)

Public improvements as required by this land use code or as a condition of tentative
plan approval have been completed, or:
(a) A performance bond or suitable substitute as agreed upon by the city has
been filed with the city finance officer in an amount sufficient to assure the
completion of all required public improvements; or
(b) A petition for public improvements and for the assessment of the real
property for the improvements has been signed by the property owner
seeking the conditional use permit, and the petition has been accepted by the
city engineer.

Possible Action: Either remove this criterion from conditional use permit and site review, or
revise the timing specified to construct or bond for required public improvements. Add a criterion
to the final planned unit development approval criteria, similar to that required for final
subdivision, to require that public improvements be completed or bonded prior to approval of the
final application, for planned unit developments not associated with land divisions.
Improvement : Effectiveness, Consistency
Source: Audit, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COM-04 (OVERLAY ZONE STANDARDS)
Description: The discretionary tracks for partitions, planned unit developments, site reviews,
and subdivisions include a criterion that requires compliance with lot dimensions and density
requirements in the base and overlay zones. However, the clear and objective tracks limits
compliance with the lot dimensions and density requirements to the base zones, and does not
explicitly require compliance with lot dimension and density requirements in overlay zones.
Applies To : Partition, Planned Unit Development, Site Review, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8220(2)(a), EC 9.8325(7)(a), EC 9.8445(4)(a), EC 9.8520(3)(a)
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Existing Code Language :
(2)

The proposed partition complies with all of the following:
(a) Lot standards of EC 9.2000 through 9.3980 regarding applicable parcel
dimensions and density requirements. . .

Possible Action: Revise the clear and objective track approval criteria for partition, planned unit
development, site review, and subdivision to include compliance with the lot dimensions and
density requirements in overlay zones. Use the same language provided for the discretionary
track applications: “Lot standards of EC 9.2000 through 9.4170 regarding applicable parcel
dimensions and density requirements.” Consider adding to conditional use permits (see related
Issues # COM-02 and COM-05).
Improvement : Effectiveness
Source: Audit

ISSUE #: COM-05 (PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT ADJUSTMENT/MODIFICATION)
Description: The clear and objective track for planned unit developments include a criterion that
requires compliance with “all applicable development standards explicitly addressed in the
application except where the applicant has shown that a modification is consistent with the
purposes as set out in EC 9.8300 Purpose of Planned Unit Development.” This criterion appears
to overlap with the option to modify standards that apply to planned unit development through
an approved adjustment pursuant to EC 9.8015. EC 9.8325(7) requires compliance with a list
standards, and also states that an “approved adjustment to a standard pursuant to the provisions
beginning at EC 9.8015 of this land use code constitutes compliance with the standard.”
Applies To : Planned Unit Development
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8325(7), EC 9.8325(11)
Existing Code Language :
(7)
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The PUD complies with all of the following:
(a)
EC 9.2000 through 9.3980 regarding lot dimensions and density requirements
for the subject zone. Within the /WR Water Resources Conservation Overlay
Zone or /WQ Water Quality Overlay Zone, no new lot may be created if more
than 33% of the lot, as created, would be occupied by either:
1.
The combined area of the /WR conservation setback and any portion of
the Goal 5 Water Resource Site that extends landward beyond the
conservation setback; or
2.
The /WQ Management Area.
(b)
EC 9.6500 through 9.6505 Public Improvement Standards.
(c)
EC 9.6706 Development in Flood Plains through EC 9.6709 Special Flood Hazard
Areas - Standards.
(d)
EC 9.6710(6) Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
(e)
EC 9.6730 Pedestrian Circulation On-Site.
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(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

EC 9.6735 Public Access Required.
EC 9.6750 Special Setback Standards.
EC 9.6775 Underground Utilities.
EC 9.6780 Vision Clearance Area.
EC 9.6791 through 9.6797 regarding stormwater flood control, quality, flow
control for headwaters area, oil control, source control, easements, and
operation and maintenance.
An approved adjustment to a standard pursuant to the provisions beginning at EC
9.8015 of this land use code constitutes compliance with the standard.
(11) The PUD complies with all applicable development standards explicitly addressed in the
application except where the applicant has shown that a modification is consistent
with the purposes as set out in EC 9.8300 Purpose of Planned Unit Development.
Possible Action: Determine whether both options are necessary or whether they could be
combined into a single process to modify standards.
Improvement : Efficiency
Source: Audit, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COM-06 (NON-CONFORMING REFERENCE)
Description: As part of a clear and objective partition or subdivision, new non-conforming
situations must not be created, meaning that any existing dwelling or structure on the property
must continue to comply with applicable development standards, such as setbacks, lot coverage,
density, use and parking, after the land is divided. Because there are only a few nonconforming
situations that would be created by land divisions, this criterion could be more specific for added
clarity.
Applies To : Partition, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8220(3), EC 9.8520(4)
Existing Code Language :
9.8220(3) The proposed partition will not cause any existing improvements on proposed lots to be
inconsistent with applicable standards in this land use code.
9.8520(4) The proposed subdivision will not cause any existing improvements on proposed lots to
be inconsistent with applicable standards in this land use code.
Possible Action: Consider cross-referencing residential use, density and development
standards, parking standards and other pertinent standards.
Improvement : Consistency
Source: Audit
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ISSUE #: COM-07 (ACCESS MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENT)
Description: There is a clear and objective track criterion for partitions that requires compliance
with access management guidelines of the agency having jurisdiction over the street. This may
not be necessary, because to the extent that the partition meets the requirements of EC 9.6735
Public Access Required (which requires the proposal to meet the City’s access management
requirements), the partition would meet this criterion. Other jurisdictions, such as Lane County,
have their own authority and so it would be more appropriate to add a statement to this affect as
an informational item in the decision.
Applies To : Partition
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8220(4)
Existing Code Language :
(4)

Partitions abutting collector and arterial streets comply with access management
guidelines of the agency having jurisdiction over the street.

Possible Action: Determine whether this criterion provides value or if it is redundant and
should be removed.
Improvement : Efficiency
Source: Audit

ISSUE #: COM-08 (PERPENDICULAR LOT SIDES)
Description: The discretionary criteria for partitions and subdivisions include a requirement that
"As far as is practicable, lot side lines run at right angles to the street upon which the lots face,
except that on curved streets they are radial to the curve.” This requirement is not included in the
clear and objective criteria.
Applies To : Partition, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language : N/A
Possible Action: Consider adding criteria to the clear and objective partition and subdivision
tracks with language requiring side lot lines be perpendicular (or within an acceptable range) to
the street.
Improvement : Consistency
Source: Audit
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ISSUE #: COM-09 (NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION REQUIREMENT)
Description: There is discrepancy between how the clear and objective criterion for protecting
natural resource areas is written for various application types. The criterion for conditional use
includes a minimum 50 foot buffer beyond the perimeter of the natural resource areas, whereas
the criterion for planned unit developments, site reviews and subdivisions do not include this
additional protected buffer. Additionally, this criterion is not included in the clear and objective
approval criteria for partitions.
Applies To : Conditional Use, Partition, Planned Unit Development, Site Review, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8100(3)(b), EC 9.8325(4)(b), EC 9.8445(3)(b), EC 9.8520(7)(b)
Existing Code Language :
9.8100(3)(b)

Natural resource areas designated on the comprehensive plan diagram as
“Natural Resource” are protected. Protection shall include the area of the
resource and a minimum 50 foot buffer around the perimeter of the natural
resource area.

9.8325(4)(b)

Natural resource areas designated on the comprehensive plan diagram as
“Natural Resource” are protected.

9.8445(3)(b)

Natural resource areas designated on the comprehensive plan diagram as
“Natural Resource” are protected.

9.8520(7)(b)

Natural resource areas designated on the comprehensive plan diagram as
“Natural Resource.”

Possible Action: Revise the criterion for planned unit development, site review, and subdivision
to add that protection includes the area of the resource itself and a 50-foot buffer, similar to
specificity in the natural resources criterion for conditional use. Consider adding the revised
criterion to the approval criteria for partitions.
Improvement : Consistency, Effectiveness
Source: Audit

ISSUE #: COM-10 (SOLAR LOT STANDARDS)
Description: The solar lot standards apply to the creation of lots within subdivisions in the R-1
Low Density Residential and R-2 Medium Density Residential zone. Compliance with the solar lot
standards is specifically called out as an approval criterion in the clear and objective track for
tentative planned unit developments (EC 9.8325(10)), even though standards apply at the time of
subdivision. This ensures that any lot layout proposed in a planned unit development will be
consistent with the solar lot standards at the time of subdivision, as planned unit developments
and subdivisions cannot be reviewed concurrently. While there is not a separate approval
criterion that directly addresses the solar lot standards for subdivisions, compliance with EC
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9.2000 through 9.3980 is required, which includes a link to the solar lot standards at EC 9.2790
(see EC 9.2761(1)(b)).
Applies To : Planned Unit Development, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8325(10), EC 9.8520(3)(a), EC 9.2790
Existing Code Language :
9.8325(10) Lots proposed for development with one-family detached dwellings shall comply with
EC 9.2790 Solar Lot Standards (these standards may be modified as set forth in
subsection (11) below).
9.8520(3) The proposed subdivision complies with all of the following, unless specifically exempt
from compliance through a code provision applicable to a special area zone or overlay
zone:
(a)
EC 9.2000 through 9.3980 regarding lot dimensions and density
requirements for the subject zone. . .
9.2761 Special Standards for Table 9.2760. [Table 9.2760 contains the Residential Zone Lot
Standards]
(1) Lot Standards.
(b)

Solar standards may impose a more restrictive lot standard. (See EC
9.2790 Solar Lot Standards.)

9.2790

Solar Lot Standards.
(1) Applicability. Solar lot standards apply to the creation of lots within
subdivisions in R-1 and R-2 zones.
(2) Solar Lot Requirements. In R-1 and R-2, at least 70% percent of the lots in a
subdivision shall be designed as “solar lots” and shall have a minimum northsouth dimension of 75 feet and a front lot line orientation that is within 30
degrees of the true east-west axis. For purposes of this subsection, a lot
proposed for more than one dwelling unit shall count as more than one lot ,
according to the number of units proposed (e.g. a lot proposed for a fourplex
shall be considered 4 lots). (See Figure 9.2790(2) Solar Lot Requirements.)
***
Possible Action: Consider removing standard from planned unit development approval criteria
if subdivisions and planned unit developments can be reviewed concurrently (See Issue # COM11, below). Suggest changing the reference across the board from “regarding lot dimensions and
density requirements” to “regarding lot standards and density requirements” to make connection
to solar lot standards more direct for subdivisions.
Improvement : Consistency, Efficiency
Source: Audit
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ISSUE #: COM-11 (PUD/SUBDIVISION CONCURRENT REVIEW)
Description: Planned unit developments are a two-step process (tentative, followed by final).
When there is an associated land division (subdivision or partition) to create new lots, the
tentative planned unit development must be finalized prior to submittal of the tentative partition
or subdivision. (EC 9.8205 and 9.8505) Together this means three stages of review for many
developments: tentative planned unit development review, followed by final planned unit
development and tentative subdivision or partition plan review combined, and finally, review of
the final subdivision or partition plan. There may be opportunity to consolidate these reviews for
greater efficiency, tentative planned unit development and subdivision or partition followed by
final planned unit development and subdivision or partition, given that the criteria for tentative
planned unit development and land divisions have significant overlap and could feasibly be
reviewed concurrently.
Applies To : Partition, Planned Unit Development, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8205, EC 9.8505
Existing Code Language :
9.8205

Applicability of Partition, Tentative Plan Applications. Requests to create 2 or 3
parcels shall be subject to the partition provisions of this land use code, following a
Type II application procedure. A partition application that also involves a PUD request
may not be submitted until a decision on the tentative PUD approval is final. (Refer to
EC 9.8305 Applicability.) No development permit shall be issued by the city prior to
approval of the tentative partition application.

9.8505

Applicability of Subdivision, Tentative Plan Applications. Requests to create 4 or
more lots shall be subject to the subdivision provisions of this land use code under a
Type II application process. A subdivision application that also involves a PUD request
may not be submitted until a decision on the tentative PUD approval is final. (Refer to
EC 9.8305 Applicability.) No development permit shall be issued by the city prior to
approval of the subdivision tentative plan application.

Possible Action: Revise to allow concurrent review of tentative subdivision or partition and
tentative planned unit development applications.
Improvement : Efficiency
Source: Audit, Staff, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COM-12 (REVIEW TRACK RENAMING)
Description: Using the terms "Needed Housing" and "General" to identify the “Clear and
Objective” track and the “Discretionary” track, respectively, is confusing now that State law
mandates that all housing (not just needed housing) is entitled to clear and objective standards,
conditions and procedures.
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Applies To : Conditional Use, Partition, Planned Unit Development, Site Review, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): Multiple code references will need to be revised. Example provided
below for EC 9.8220.
Existing Code Language :
Partition, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria- Needed Housing. The planning director shall
approve, conditionally approve, or deny the partition application. Unless the applicant
elects to use the general criteria contained in EC 9.8215 Partition, Tentative Plan Approval
Criteria- General, where the applicant proposes needed housing, as defined by the State
statutes, the planning director shall approve or approve with conditions a partition based
on compliance with the following criteria:
Possible Action: Rename the review tracks “Clear and Objective” (instead of Needed Housing)
and “Discretionary” (instead of General). Change references to these review tracks and to
“Needed Housing” throughout Chapter 9 as needed.
Improvement : Statutory Compliance, Consistency
Source: Audit, Staff

ISSUE #: COM- 13 (SITE REVIEW STREET STANDARDS)
Description: The clear and objective criteria for site review does not include compliance with EC
9.6800 through 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other Public Ways; however, it is
included under the discretionary track.
Applies To: Site Review
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language : N/A
Possible Action: Add compliance with EC 9.6800 through 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys,
and Other Public Ways as an approval criterion.
Improvement : Effectiveness, Consistency
Source: Staff, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COM-14 (DUPLICATE NEIGHBORHOOD/APPLICANT MEETING)
Description: Requiring a neighborhood/applicant meeting for tentative subdivisions or
partitions in cases when one was already required for an associated tentative planned unit
development is redundant and provides no clear benefit for either the neighbors or the applicant.
The purpose of such a tentative subdivision or partition is to implement the associated planned
unit development, which has already been reviewed through a neighborhood/applicant meeting.
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Applies To : Partition, Planned Unit Development, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.7007
Existing Code Language:
9.7007 Neighborhood/Applicant Meetings.
(1)

(2)

This section applies to the following types of applications:
(a) Type II: 3-lot partitions, tentative subdivisions, tentative cluster subdivisions and
design reviews;
(b) Type III: Only conditional use permits and tentative planned unit developments;
(c)
Type IV applications that are not city-initiated;
(d) Metro Plan amendments that are not city-initiated.
(e)
Within the /CL Clear Lake Overlay zone: development permits for a new building,
change of use, building expansion that exceeds 25 percent of the existing
building square footage on the development site, and land use applications
(except Type I applications).
Prior to the submittal of an application listed in subsection (1) above, the applicant
shall host a meeting for the surrounding property owners. The purpose of this meeting
is to provide a means for the applicant and surrounding property owners and residents
to meet to review the proposal, share information and identify issues regarding the
proposal. The applicant may consider whether to incorporate solutions to these issues
prior to application submittal.
***

Possible Action: Provide an exception under the neighborhood/applicant meeting requirement
at EC 9.7007 for subdivisions and partitions when processed in conjunction with a planned unit
development.
Improvement : Efficiency
Source: Stakeholder(s), Staff

ISSUE #: COM-15 (SPECIAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS REFERENCE)
Description: Partitions, planned unit development, and subdivisions require compliance with EC
9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other Public Ways; however, housing
projects reviewed under clear and objective tracks are exempt from EC 9.6845, Special Safety
Requirements.
Applies To : Partitions, Planned Unit Development, and Subdivisions
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8220(2)(b), EC 9.8325(6)(a), EC9.8520(3)(b), EC 9.6845
Existing Code Language :
9.8220(2) The proposed partition complies with all of the following:
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(b)

EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other Public
Ways.

9.8325(6) The PUD provides safe and adequate transportation systems through compliance with
all of the following:
(a) EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other Public
Ways (not subject to modifications set forth in subsection (11) below).
9.8520(3) The proposed subdivision complies with all of the following, unless specifically exempt
from compliance through a code provision applicable to a special area zone or overlay
zone:
(b)
9.6845

EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other Public
Ways.

Special Safety Requirements. Except for applications proposing needed housing, where
necessary to insure safety, reduce traffic hazards and promote the welfare of the
general public, pedestrians, bicyclists and residents of the subject area, the planning
director or public works director may require that local streets and alleys be designed
to discourage their use by non-local motor vehicle traffic and encourage their use by
local motor vehicle traffic, pedestrians, bicyclists, and residents of the area.

Possible Action: Evaluate whether it is beneficial to remove the reference to the standard from
the approval criteria list of applicable standards for partitions, planned unit developments, and
subdivisions.
Improvement : Consistency
Source: Audit

ISSUE #: COM-16 (OFF-SITE BIKE/PED CONNECTIONS)
Description: Bike and pedestrian circulation/connectivity is not addressed for conditional use
and site review under the clear and objective tracks. In contrast, partitions, planned unit
developments, and subdivisions require connections to "nearby" residential areas, transit stops,
neighborhood activity centers, office parks, and industrial parks, provided the city makes findings
to demonstrate consistency with constitutional requirements. “Nearby” means uses within 1/4
mile that can reasonably be expected to be used by pedestrians, and uses within 2 miles that can
reasonably be expected to be used by bicyclists.
Applies To: Conditional Use, Site Review
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language : N/A
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Possible Action: Consider adding a clear and objective criterion to require off-site connections
for bike and pedestrian ways, similar to partitions, planned unit developments and subdivisions.
Improvement : Consistency
Source: Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COM-17 (APPLICATION REQUIREMENT CRITERION)
Description: Having application requirements met is not required for approval of an application.
Applies To: Conditional Use, Partition, Planned Unit Development, Site Review, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language : N/A
Possible Action: Consider adding an approval criterion to each application type that requires
that all application submittal requirements have been met.
Improvement: Effectiveness
Source: Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COM-18 (DOES NOT HAMPER PROVISION OF PUBLIC OPEN SPACE)
Description: The clear and objective track for subdivisions does not have an equivalent
requirement to "not hamper" provision of public open space as found in the discretionary track.
Applies To: Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language : N/A
Possible Action: Consider a clear and objective alternative to address this concern. The
discretionary criterion is:
9.8515(5) The proposed subdivision will:
(c)

Not hamper the adequate provision of publicly owned open space for recreation
needs.

Improvement : Consistency
Source: Audit
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Key Issues: Significant Items
Items identified as “significant” are those key issues that raise policy implications and are recommended
as a focus for additional working group discussion. Similar items or those that are interconnected are
grouped. For ease of reference, Clear & Objective Significant items are identified with a “COS” preceding
the issues number.

ISSUE #: COS-01 (CLEAR & OBJECTIVE COMPATIBILITY)
Description: Unlike the discretionary tracks, the clear and objective tracks for conditional use,
planned unit development, and site review applications do not address compatibility, including
the need to address transitions or buffers between different uses or zones.
Applies To : Conditional Use, Planned Unit Development, Site Review
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language : N/A
Possible Action: Consider adding clear and objective criteria to address specific compatibility
elements regarding building locations, bulk and height, screening, noise, and glare. See
discretionary criteria at EC 9.8090(2) and (3) for conditional use, at EC 9.8320(12) for planned
unit development and at EC 9.8440(1) for site review for reference. Also consider screening,
height step backs, or other transition buffers for locations that neighbor different uses/zones—
particularly when multi-family projects are located adjacent to lower-density areas, or when
clustering intensifies development in a particular area.
Improvement : Value Implementation, Consistency
Source: Audit

ISSUE #: COS-02 (30-FOOT BUFFER REQUIREMENT FOR PUDS)
Description: The clear and objective approval criteria for planned unit developments require a
30-foot wide landscape buffer between a new planned unit development and surrounding
properties. This may not be a preferred strategy to enhance compatibility between properties,
or an efficient use of land. Where a planned unit development for housing is providing buffer
from existing residential properties, it is not clear that there are significant differences between
residential development within the planned unit development and the surrounding residential
area to warrant buffering over and above the typical setbacks for the residential zones (typically
5 feet). The 30-foot buffer may instead isolate the planned unit development, making it less
compatible and less integrated into the neighborhood. Dedication of a 30-foot perimeter buffer
requires a large amount of land, and a disproportionate amount of land on smaller and/or
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narrow sites, significantly decreasing development potential by putting land into a buffer that
could otherwise be developed with housing.
 This issue is one of six related to the clear and objective criteria for planned unit development
that contribute to limiting development feasibility of many sites. The cumulative effect of these
six requirements is particularly limiting for those properties subject to the South Hills Study and
additional criteria at EC 9.8325(12). The six criteria include the 30-foot buffer, 20% slope grading
limitation, one-acre accessible open space, and South Hills Study criteria for high elevation (over
900 feet) development limitation, 300-foot ridgeline setback, and 40% common open space and
clustering. (See related Issues COS-03, COS-04, COS-05, COS-06 and COS-07)
Applies To: Planned Unit Development
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8325(3)
Existing Code Language :
(3)

The PUD provides a buffer area between the proposed development and
surrounding properties by providing at least a 30 foot wide landscape area along
the perimeter of the PUD according to EC 9.6210(7).

9.6210 Description of Landscape Standards.
(7)

Massed Landscape Standard (L-7).
(a)
Required Materials. Massed Landscape Standard (L-7) requires the
installation and maintenance of all of the following:
1.
Planting linear or non-linear vegetation listed in subparagraphs
2 through 5 of this subsection along the full length of the
designated landscape area.
2.
2 canopy trees per 100 linear feet along arterial and collector
streets;
3.
5 under-story trees per 100 linear feet along arterial and
collector streets.
4.
60 shrubs per 100 linear feet along arterial and collector streets;
and
5.
Living plant materials covering a minimum of 70 percent of
required landscape area within 5 years of planting.
(b)
Criteria for Adjustment. This standard may be adjusted if consistent with
the criteria of EC 9.8030(3)(h).

Possible Action: Consider alternative strategies for improving compatibility (see separate key
issue # COS-01 regarding compatibility) and when additional buffering is warranted. Provide
additional detail defining “surrounding properties,” which has been interpreted to exclude
public right-of-way, and consider other possible exemptions. Consider different sizes of buffer
for different sizes of property.
The corresponding criterion in the discretionary track appears to be:
EC 9.8320(3)
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Improvement : Effectiveness, Value Implementation
Source: Audit, Staff, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COS-03 (20 PERCENT SLOPE GRADING PROHIBITION)
Description: The clear and objective track for planned unit development and subdivision
approval includes a requirement that prohibits grading on slopes that meet or exceed 20
percent. This may not be the most effective and efficient way to address potential impacts to
steep slopes. It may have the effect of precluding development under the clear and objective
track for sites with significant slopes, particularly for properties subject to the South Hills Study,
or sites with unusual configurations where a portion of the site over 20 percent slope prevents
the development potential of the remainder under the clear and objective track. There is no
maximum slope where grading is prohibited under the discretionary track, and slope impacts
are reviewed through a geological report. State standards presume that up to 25 percent slopes
are developable for purposes of calculating buildable lands for development (OAR 660-0080005(5)), and Eugene’s Buildable Lands Inventory (BLI) classifies lands up to 30 percent slopes as
potentially developable.
 As noted previously, this issue is one of six related to the clear and objective criteria for
planned unit development that contribute to limiting development feasibility of many sites. The
cumulative effect of these six requirements is particularly limiting for those properties subject to
the South Hills Study and additional criteria at EC 9.8325(12). The six criteria include the 30-foot
buffer, 20% slope grading limitation, one-acre accessible open space, and South Hills Study
criteria for high elevation (over 900 feet) development limitation, 300-foot ridgeline setback,
and 40% common open space and clustering. (See related Issues COS-02, COS-04, COS-05, COS06 and COS-07)
Applies To: Planned Unit Development, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8325(5), EC 9.8520(5)
Existing Code Language :
9.8325(5) There shall be no proposed grading on portions of the development site that meet or
exceed 20% slope.
9.8520(5) There shall be no proposed grading on portions of the development site that meet or
exceed 20% slope.
Possible Action: Review the 20 percent threshold to understand the scope of lands affected
and rationale, and compared to maximum slopes presumed buildable in long-range plans.
Consider exempting some defined grading activities, limited to small amounts of cut and fill, or
as needed for specific site improvements such as utilities and access roads. Provide a definition
of grading. Alternatively, consider another means to address development on slopes besides the
current prohibition above 20 percent.
The corresponding criterion in the discretionary track appears to be:
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9.8320(6) The PUD will not be a significant risk to public health and safety, including but not
limited to soil erosion, slope failure, stormwater or flood hazard, or an impediment to
emergency response.
Improvement : Effectiveness, Consistency
Source: Audit, Staff, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COS-04 (ONE ACRE ACCESSIBLE OPEN SPACE FOR PUDS)
Description: The clear and objective planned unit development criterion that requires open
space to be located within ¼ mile of the site can limit development to sites near existing open
spaces such as public parks, which may reduce those areas of the city that can be developed
under the clear and objective track. Sites that have to provide open space internal to the
development to satisfy this criterion may lose a significant amount of land due to the one-acre
minimum requirement. This decreases housing development potential of the site and affects
smaller sites disproportionately. This criterion might not be the most effective and efficient way
to ensure access to recreation and open space for residents.
 As noted previously, this issue is one of six related to the clear and objective criteria for
planned unit development that contribute to limiting development feasibility of many sites. The
cumulative effect of these six requirements is particularly limiting for those properties subject to
the South Hills Study and additional criteria at EC 9.8325(12). The six criteria include the 30-foot
buffer, 20% slope grading limitation, one-acre accessible open space, and South Hills Study
criteria for high elevation (over 900 feet) development limitation, 300-foot ridgeline setback,
and 40% common open space and clustering. (See related Issues COS-02, COS-03, COS-05, COS06 and COS-07)
Applies To: Planned Unit Development
Existing Code Section(s): 9.8325(9)
Existing Code Language:
(9)

All proposed dwellings within the PUD are within 1/4 mile radius (measured from any
point along the perimeter of the development site) of an accessible recreation area or
open space that is at least 1 acre in size and will be available to residents.

Possible Action: Consider alternatives to address the intent of this criterion. Review existing
accessible recreation areas and open spaces within a certain radius of lands on Eugene’s
buildable lands inventory. The discretionary track analogue is:
9.8320(8) Residents of the PUD will have sufficient usable recreation area and open space that
is convenient and safely accessible.
Improvement : Effectiveness, Value Implementation
Source: Audit, Stakeholder(s)
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ISSUE #: COS-05 (LIMITATION OVER 900 FEET FOR PUDS)
Description: The clear and objective planned unit development criterion that limits
development on land above an elevation of 900 feet to one dwelling on lots in existence as of
August 1, 2001 significantly limits development feasibility of sites.
 As noted previously, this issue is one of six related to the clear and objective criteria for
planned unit development that contribute to limiting development feasibility of many sites. The
cumulative effect of these six requirements is particularly limiting for those properties subject to
the South Hills Study and additional criteria at EC 9.8325(12). The six criteria include the 30-foot
buffer, 20% slope grading limitation, one-acre accessible open space, and South Hills Study
criteria for high elevation (over 900 feet) development limitation, 300-foot ridgeline setback,
and 40% common open space and clustering. (See related Issues COS-02, COS-03, COS-04, COS06 and COS-07)
Applies To: Planned Unit Development
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8325(12)(a)
Existing Code Language :
(12) For any PUD located within or partially within the boundaries of the South Hills Study,
the following additional approval criteria apply:
(a) No development shall occur on land above an elevation of 900 feet except that
one dwelling may be built on any lot in existence as of August 1, 2001.
Possible Action: Review the amount of land and lot patterns above 900 feet to determine how
broadly this standard applies, and potential impacts on residential development feasibility.
Consider how much development of these higher elevation sites is compatible with broader
South Hills Study goals such as preservation of open space and views. Consider alternatives to
implementing the pertinent specific recommendation from the South Hills Study:
That all vacant property above an elevation of 901’ be preserved from an intensive level
of development, subject to the following exceptions:
1.
Development of individual residences on existing lots: and
2.
Development under planned unit development procedures when it can be
demonstrated that a proposed development is consistent with the purposes of
this section.
The purposes of the section are as follows:
Ridgeline Park
Purpose
The south hills constitute a unique and irreplaceable community asset. The strong
dominant landforms and wooded character present there combine to provide distinct
areas of contrast in terms of texture and color from the normal pattern of urban
development. By virtue of this contrast, the south hills function as a strong visual
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boundary or edge for the city. The ridgeline of the south hills also marks the most
southerly extension of the urban services areas. Further, there are areas within the south
hills that are especially suitable for park sites for recreational use by present and
anticipated population. In view of these factors, any areas recommended for
preservation or park usage should serve one of the following purposes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

To ensure preservation of those areas most visibly a part of the entire
community;
To protect areas of high biological value in order to provide for the continued
health of native wildlife and vegetation;
To ensure provision of recreational areas in close proximity to major
concentrations of population;
To provide connective trails between major recreational areas;
To provide connective passageways for wildlife between important biological
preserves;
To contribute to Eugene’s evergreen forest edge; and
To provide an open space area as a buffer between the intensive level of urban
development occurring within the urban service area and the rural level of
development occurring outside the urban service area.

Improvement : Effectiveness, Value Implementation
Source: Audit, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COS-06 (RIDGELINE SETBACK FOR PUDS)
Description: The clear and objective planned unit development track includes a requirement
for a 300-foot setback from the ridgeline for properties within the South Hills Study. This can
impact residential development feasibility of subject sites by reducing site area that may be
developed. This is especially impactful on smaller sites.
 As noted previously, this issue is one of six related to the clear and objective criteria for
planned unit development that contribute to limiting development feasibility of many sites. The
cumulative effect of these six requirements is particularly limiting for those properties subject to
the South Hills Study and additional criteria at EC 9.8325(12). The six criteria include the 30-foot
buffer, 20% slope grading limitation, one-acre accessible open space, and South Hills Study
criteria for high elevation (over 900 feet) development limitation, 300-foot ridgeline setback,
and 40% common open space and clustering. (See related Issues COS-02, COS-03, COS-04, COS05, and COS-07)
Applies To: Planned Unit Development
Existing Code Section(s): 9.8325(12)(b)
Existing Code Language :
(12) For any PUD located within or partially within the boundaries of the South Hills Study,
the following additional approval criteria apply:
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(b)

Development shall be setback at least 300 feet from the ridgeline unless there
is a determination by the city manager that the area is not needed as a
connection to the city’s ridgeline trail system. For purposes of this section, the
ridgeline trail shall be considered as the line indicated as being the urban
growth boundary within the South Hills Study plan area.

Possible Action: Consider whether this criterion effectively addresses the underlying goals of
the South Hills Study, such as preservation of views and open space along the ridgeline, or could
be modified to balance residential development feasibility and South Hills Study goals. Although
it is not entirely clear which specific recommendation(s) of the South Hills study this criterion is
intended to implement, the following is relevant:
That all development shall be reviewed for potential linkages with or to the ridgeline
park system.
Improvement : Effectiveness, Value Implementation
Source: Audit, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COS-07 (40 PERCENT OPEN SPACE REQUIREMENT FOR PUDS)
Description: The clear and objective planned unit development track includes a criterion that
requires a minimum 40 percent of the development site be retained as open space for
properties within the South Hills Study. This can impact residential development feasibility by
limiting area available for development.
 As noted previously, this issue is one of six related to the clear and objective criteria for
planned unit development that contribute to limiting development feasibility of many sites. The
cumulative effect of these six requirements is particularly limiting for those properties subject to
the South Hills Study and additional criteria at EC 9.8325(12). The six criteria include the 30-foot
buffer, 20% slope grading limitation, one-acre accessible open space, and South Hills Study
criteria for high elevation (over 900 feet) development limitation, 300-foot ridgeline setback,
and 40% common open space and clustering. (See related Issues COS-02, COS-03, COS-04, COS05, and COS-06)
Applies To: Planned Unit Development
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8325(12)(c)
Existing Code Language :
(12) For any PUD located within or partially within the boundaries of the South Hills Study,
the following additional approval criteria apply:
(c)
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Development shall cluster buildings in an arrangement that results in at least
40% of the development site being retained in 3 or fewer contiguous common
open space areas. For purposes of this section, the term contiguous open space
means open space that is uninterrupted by buildings, structures, streets, or
other improvements.
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Possible Action: Consider how to balance clustering of residences with open space dedication
to more effectively meet South Hills Study goals of clustering development in areas
characterized by the shallowest slopes, lowest elevations, least vegetation, and least visual
impact and encouraging open space in areas of the steepest slopes, highest elevations, most
vegetation, and most significant visual impact. Also consider relationship to EC 9.8325(9) (see
Issue # COS-04), and potential opportunity to combine open space requirements to achieve
similar objectives. The pertinent specific recommendations from the South Hills Study appear to
be:
That planned unit development procedures shall be utilized for the following purposes:
1.
To encourage clustering of development in areas characterized by:
a. Shallowest slopes
b. Lowest elevations
c. Least amount of vegetation
d. Least amount of visual impact.
2.
To encourage preservation as open space those areas characterized by:
a. Intermediate and steep slopes
b. Higher elevations
c. Significant amounts of vegetation;
d. Significant visual impact.
That developments be reviewed to encourage clustering of open space elements of
different developments in order to preserve the maximum amount of continuous open
space.
Improvement : Effectiveness, Value Implementation
Source: Audit, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COS-08 (EMERGENCY RESPONSE)
Description: The clear and objective tracks for conditional use, planned unit development, and
site review applications do not include a criterion for protecting emergency response.
Applies To : Conditional Use, Planned Unit Development, Site Review
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language: N/A
Possible Action: Consider adding a clear and objective criterion to address that the proposal
does not create a significant risk or impediment to emergency response. See similar criteria
under the discretionary tracks for conditional use (EC 9.8090(7)), planned unit development (EC
9.8320(6)) and site review (EC 9.8440(4)) (see below). Add specificity as to what “significant risk”
and “impediments” includes.
EC 9.8090(7) The proposal does not create any significant risk to public health and safety,
including but not limited to soil erosion and flood hazard, or an impediment to
emergency response.
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EC 9.8320(6) The PUD will not be a significant risk to public health and safety, including but not
limited to soil erosion, slope failure, stormwater or flood hazard, or an impediment
to emergency response.
EC 9.8440(4) The proposal will not be a significant risk to public health and safety, including but
not limited to soil erosion, slope failure, stormwater or flood hazard, or an
impediment to emergency response.
Improvement : Effectiveness, Consistency, Value Implementation
Source: Audit

ISSUE #: COS-09 (CONDITIONAL USE REQUIREMENT)
Description: The clear and objective conditional use approval criteria largely cross-reference
other standards already applicable to development—in other words, standards that would
already be applied at time of building permit. There are only limited provisions for traditional
consideration of the compatibility of the proposed conditional use and surrounding properties.
Conditional use permits for housing are rare as they are only required for limited types of
housing (assisted care, boarding and rooming houses, campus living organizations, and single
room occupancy (SRO)).
Applies To : Conditional Use
Existing Code Section(s): 9.8100
Existing Code Language :
9.8100
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Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria- Needed Housing. The hearings official
shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny the conditional use permit application.
Unless the applicant elects to use the general criteria contained in EC 9.8090
Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria - General, where the applicant proposes
needed housing, as defined by the State statutes, the hearings official shall approve
or approve with conditions a conditional use based on compliance with the
following criteria:
(1) The applicant has demonstrated that the proposed housing is needed
housing as defined by State statutes.
(2) If applicable, the proposal complies with the standards contained in EC
9.5500 Multiple-Family Standards.
(3) For areas not included on the city’s acknowledged Goal 5 inventory, the
proposal will preserve existing natural resources by compliance with all of the
following:
(a) The proposal complies with EC 9.6880 to EC 9.6885 Tree Preservation
and Removal Standards.
(b) Natural resource areas designated on the comprehensive plan diagram
as “Natural Resource” are protected. Protection shall include the area
of the resource and a minimum 50 foot buffer around the perimeter of
the natural resource area.
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(4)

(5)

The proposal complies with all applicable standards, including, but not
limited to:
(a) EC 9.6706 Development in Flood Plains through EC 9.6709 Special
Flood Hazard Areas - Standards.
(b) EC 9.6710(6) Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
(c)
EC 9.6730 Pedestrian Circulation On-Site.
(d) EC 9.6735 Public Access Required.
(e)
EC 9.6750 Special Setback Standards.
(f)
EC 9.6775 Underground Utilities.
(g) EC 9.6780 Vision Clearance Area.
(h) EC 9.6791 through 9.6797 regarding stormwater flood control, quality,
flow control for headwaters area, oil control, source control,
easements, and operation and maintenance.
(i) An approved adjustment to a standard pursuant to the provisions
beginning at EC 9.8015 of this land use code constitutes compliance
with the standard.
Public improvements as required by this land use code or as a condition of
tentative plan approval have been completed, or:
(a) A performance bond or suitable substitute as agreed upon by the city
has been filed with the city finance officer in an amount sufficient to
assure the completion of all required public improvements; or
(b) A petition for public improvements and for the assessment of the real
property for the improvements has been signed by the property owner
seeking the conditional use permit, and the petition has been accepted
by the city engineer.

Possible Action: Consider changing housing types away from conditional uses (could be
permitted outright or subject to site review), or developing clear and objective criteria to
address compatibility concerns with assisted care, boarding and rooming houses, campus living
organizations, and single room occupancy (SRO) (See related Issues # COM-02 and COS-01)
Improvement: Effectiveness, Value Implementation
Source: Audit

ISSUE #: COS-10 (PARTITION TREE PRESERVATION)
Description: For partitions, there is an inconsistency between the two review tracks regarding
tree preservation. The clear and objective track requires compliance with EC 9.6880 through EC
9.6885 Tree Preservation and Removal Standards, whereas the discretionary track does not. The
discretionary track is more commonly used, likely due to this difference. The partition is a tool
for infill development that has a longstanding practice and intent of allowing minor land use
processing to encourage development. Tree preservation and removal standards at EC 9.6880
through EC 9.6885 already apply to development of housing, based on the size of the parcel.
Applies To: Partitions
Existing Code Section(s): 9.8220(2)(k)
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Existing Code Language:
9.8220(2) The proposed partition complies with all of the following:
…
(k) EC 9.6880 through EC 9.6885 Tree Preservation and Removal Standards.
Possible Action: Consider removing compliance with tree preservation standards (EC 9.6880
through EC 9.6885) from the clear and objective track to bring consistency between the paths.
Improvement : Consistency, Value Implementation
Source: Audit, Staff

ISSUE #: COS-11 (TREE PRESERVATION CONSIDERATION)
Description: Under the clear and objective track for all application types, the written report
required from a certified arborist or licensed landscape architect must only show that
“consideration" has been given to preservation of significant trees (defined term).
Applies To: Conditional Use, Partition, Planned Unit Development, Site Review, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.6885(2)(a)
Existing Code Language :
(2)

Tree Preservation and Removal Standards. No permit for a development activity
subject to this section shall be approved until the applicant submits plans or
information, including a written report by a certified arborist or licensed landscape
architect, that demonstrates compliance with the following standards:
(a) The materials submitted shall reflect that consideration has been given to
preservation in accordance with the following priority:
1.
Significant trees located adjacent to or within waterways or wetlands
designated by the city for protection, and areas having slopes greater
than 25%;
2.
Significant trees within a stand of trees; and
3.
Individual significant trees.

Possible Action: Consider additional standards to bolster requirement to show
“consideration” more effectively, such as by including specific measurable preservation
requirements particularly for the types of significant trees identified in the standard. Standards
for those priority tree categories could be developed to better support tree protection or other
equivalent measures to support tree canopy development.
Improvement : Effectiveness, Value Implementation
Source: Audit, Staff, Stakeholder(s)
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ISSUE #: COS-12 (SITE REVIEW REQUIREMENT)
Description: The clear and objective criteria for site review are limited in scope compared to
the discretionary track, largely relying on compliance with other code standards. Many multiplefamily residential projects are allowed outright and reviewed for compliance with code
standards such as Multiple Family Standards (See EC 9.5500) at the time of building permit
review. Site review has limited applicability for residential projects and is usually triggered by
site-specific /SR overlay zoning rather than a blanket requirement for certain types of housing.
As noted elsewhere in this report, the site-specific criteria that were historically addressed as
part of site review were codified as development standards during the 2001 Land Use Code
Update.
Applies To: Site Review
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language : N/A
Possible Action: Consider whether site review should be required for housing choosing the
clear and objective track or whether compliance with applicable standards is sufficient. If extra
review is warranted, consider what additional clear and objective criteria could be applied
through site review to provide a more thorough review designed to “maintain or improve the
character, integrity and harmonious development of an area,” beyond straight compliance with
code standards. (Site review purpose statement, EC 9.8425) See related issue pertaining to
compatibility at Issue # COS-01.
Improvement : Efficiency, Effectiveness, Consistency
Source: Audit, Staff, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COS-13 (GEOTECHNICAL REQUIREMENT)
Description: The standards for geological and geotechnical review for projects developed
under clear and objective criteria are “one-size-fits all,” requiring certification from a licensed
engineer that the development activity either will not be impacted by geological instability
problems, or that design methods may be used to safely address any such impacts. The review
standards for discretionary projects include three levels of review with increasing complexity
depending on potential for impacts.
Applies To: Conditional Use, Partition, Planned Unit Development, Site Review, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): 9.6710(6)
Existing Code Language :
9.6710
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Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
(6) Needed Housing. Unless exempt under 9.6710(3)(a)-(f), in lieu of compliance
with subsections (2), (4), and (5) of this section, applications proposing
needed housing shall include a certification from an Oregon licensed
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Engineering Geologist or an Oregon licensed Civil Engineer with geological
experience stating:
(a)
That the proposed development activity will not be impacted by
existing or potential stability problems or any of the following site
conditions: springs or seeps, depth of soil bedrock, variations in soil
types, or a combination of these conditions; or
(b)
If proposed development activity will be impacted by any of the
conditions listed in (a), the methods for safely addressing the impact
of the conditions.
If a statement is submitted under (6)(b), the application shall include the
applicant’s statement that it will develop in accordance with the Engineer’s
statement.
Possible Action: Consider the level of detail needed for geotechnical review with each of the
five review types, whether multiple levels of review could be developed as review options for
clear and objective projects and applied based on the level of detail needed at the time of land
use review compared with that needed with building permit review when final structures are
fully designed.
Improvement : Effectiveness
Source: Audit, Staff, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COS-14 (19 LOT RULE—MOTOR VEHICLE DISPERSAL)
Description: The clear and object track criterion for partitions, planned unit developments and
subdivision that requires the dispersal of motor vehicles onto more than one street when more
than 19 lots or parcels take access from a local street was found to be discretionary by the Land
Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). As such, the City can no longer apply this criterion to applications
under the clear and objective track.
Applies To : Partition, Planned Unit Development, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8220(5)(c), EC 9.8325(6)(c), EC 9.8520(6)(b)
Existing Code Language :
9.8220(5)(c)

The street layout of the proposed partition shall disperse motor vehicle traffic
onto more than one public local street when the sum of proposed partition
parcels and the existing lots utilizing a local street as the single means of
ingress and egress exceeds 19.

9.8325(6)(c)

The street layout of the proposed PUD shall disperse motor vehicle traffic onto
more than one public local street when the PUD exceeds 19 lots or when the
sum of proposed PUD lots and the existing lots utilizing a local street as the
single means of ingress and egress exceeds 19.

9.8520(6)(b)

The street layout of the proposed subdivision shall disperse motor vehicle traffic
onto more than one public local street when the subdivision exceeds 19 lots or
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when the sum of proposed subdivision lots and the existing lots utilizing a local
street as the single means of ingress and egress exceeds 19.
Possible Action: Consider whether street connectivity standards in EC 9.6815 accomplish the
same access and connectivity goals as this criterion. Remove or revise the criterion accordingly.
Improvement : Statutory Compliance, Effectiveness, Efficiency
Source: Audit, Staff, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COS-15 (TRAFFIC IMPACT)
Description: Compliance with Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) review is explicitly required as an
approval criterion under the discretionary tracks for conditional use, planned unit development
and subdivision, but not for projects under the clear and objective tracks. Separate TIA review
can also be triggered by projects meeting the TIA applicability standards, including generating
over 100 peak hour vehicle trips. Due to the discretionary nature of the TIA criteria, they are not
suitable for projects using the clear and objective track.
Applies To: Conditional Use, Planned Unit Development, Site Review, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language : N/A
Possible Action: Consider developing additional clear and objective approval criteria for
conditional use, planned unit development, site review and subdivision applications to ensure
review of potential transportation impacts.
Improvement : Effectiveness, Value Implementation
Source: Audit, Staff, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COS-16 (PUD TYPE III PROCESS)
Description: For housing applications that trigger a planned unit development, a Type III quasijudicial application process (Hearings Official decision, appealable to Planning Commission) may
not be necessary or warranted since the approval is based on clear and objective criteria.
Applies To: Planned Unit Development
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.7305, EC 9.7045(1) and (2)
Existing Code Language :
9.7305 Type III Application Requirements and Criteria Reference. The following applications
are typically reviewed under the Type III review process according to the requirements and
criteria set forth for each application as reflected in the beginning reference column in Table
9.7305. To accommodate a request for concurrent review, the city may instead review
multiple applications according to the highest applicable type.
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Table 9.7305 Type III Application Requirements and Criteria
Type III Applications
Adjustment Review (when part of a Type III Application)
Conditional Use Permits (CUP)
Historic Landmark Designation
Planned Unit Development, Tentative Plan
Willamette Greenway Permit
Zone Changes*

9.7045

Beginning Reference
EC 9.8015
EC 9.8075
EC 9.8150
EC 9.8300
EC 9.8800
EC 9.8850

Description of Quasi-judicial Decisions Type II, Type III, Type IV. Quasi-judicial
decisions follow either a Type II, Type III or a Type IV process. A quasi-judicial
decision concerns a specific site or area, and involves the exercise of discretion in
making a decision.
(1) A Type II process is based on a review of criteria that requires a limited
amount of discretion. The Type II process includes public notice of the
application and an opportunity for citizens to provide comments prior to the
decision. The process does not include a public hearing unless the decision is
appealed. Notice of the decision is provided to allow the applicant or an
adversely affected person to appeal the decision to a higher local review
authority.
(2) A Type III process is a decision-making process in which a hearings official or
the historic review board makes the initial decision. The Type III process
includes public notice and a public hearing, as well as the opportunity for a
local appeal to be filed by the applicant, an individual who testified orally or
in writing during the initial public hearing, or affected neighborhood group.

Possible Action: Consider whether the planned unit development process should be required
or whether an alternative Type II review track (Planning Director approval, appealable to
Hearings Official) is appropriate for housing applications choosing the clear and objective
option.
Improvement : Efficiency
Source: Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COS-17 (DOES NOT HAMPER PROVISION OF PUBLIC OPEN SPACE) MOVED TO COM-18
This item has been moved to Maintenance and renumbered COM-18

ISSUE #: COS-18 (ARBORIST AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT REQUIREMENT)
Description: The requirement for both an arborist and landscape architect on the required
professional design team for a planned unit development is duplicative, considering that tree
preservation can be reviewed by either an arborist or landscape architect, as specified in the
tree preservation written report requirements in EC 9.6885(2).
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Applies To : Planned Unit Development
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8310(2)(b)
Existing Code Language:
(2)

Project Coordinator and Professional Design Team. The tentative PUD application
shall identify the PUD project coordinator and the professional design team and
certify compliance with the following:
(a) Project Coordinator. The project coordinator shall:
1.
Be the liaison between the applicant and the city.
2.
Ensure that the required plans are prepared and executed according to
any required conditions.
3.
Either be a member of the American Institute of Certified Planners or
licensed in the state of Oregon to practice architecture, civil engineering,
or landscape architecture.
The project coordinator, or at least one design team member, shall attend all
public meetings at which the proposal is discussed.
(b) Professional Design Team Designation. Unless waived by the planning director,
the professional design team shall consist of at least the following
professionals:
1.
Oregon licensed arborist.
2.
Oregon licensed architect.
3.
Oregon licensed civil engineer.
4.
Oregon licensed landscape architect.
5.
Oregon licensed land surveyor.

Possible Action: Consider revising to allow for one or the other, a landscape architect or
arborist, on the professional design team.
Improvement : Efficiency
Source: Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COS-19 (STREET STANDARDS MODIFICATIONS)
Description: Currently, projects can vary stated maximums for block length, street
connectivity, and cul-de-sac/emergency vehicle turnarounds where physical conditions, such as
topography or natural resources, or existing physical development precludes compliance with
the standard.
Applies To : Partition, Planned Unit Development, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.6810, EC 9.6815(2)(g), EC 9.6820
Existing Code Language :
9.6810 Block Length. Block length for local streets shall not exceed 600 feet, unless an exception
is granted based on one or more of the following:
(1) Physical conditions preclude a block length 600 feet or less. Such conditions may
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include, but are not limited to, topography or the existence of natural resource areas
such as wetlands, ponds, streams, channels, rivers, lakes or upland wildlife habitat
area, or a resource on the National Wetland Inventory or under protection by state or
federal law.
(2) Buildings or other existing development on adjacent lands, including previously
subdivided but vacant lots or parcels, physically preclude a block length 600 feet or
less, considering the potential for redevelopment.
(3) An existing public street or streets terminating at the boundary of the development
site have a block length exceeding 600 feet, or are situated such that the extension of
the street(s) into the development site would create a block length exceeding 600
feet. In such cases, the block length shall be as close to 600 feet as practicable.
(4) As part of a Type II or Type III process, the developer demonstrates that a strict
application of the 600-foot requirement would result in a street network that is no
more beneficial to vehicular, pedestrian or bicycle traffic than the proposed street
network and that the proposed street network will accommodate necessary
emergency access.
9.6815(2) Street Connectivity Standards.
(g) In the context of a Type II or Type III land use decision, the city shall grant an
exception to the standards in subsections (2)(b), (c) or (d) if the applicant
demonstrates that any proposed exceptions are consistent with either
subsection 1. or 2. below:
1.
The applicant has provided to the city, at his or her expense, a local street
connection study that demonstrates:
a. That the proposed street system meets the intent of street
connectivity provisions of this land use code as expressed in EC
9.6815(1); and
b. How undeveloped or partially developed properties within a quarter
mile can be adequately served by alternative street layouts.
2.
The applicant demonstrates that a connection cannot be made because
of the existence of one or more of the following conditions:
a. Physical conditions preclude development of the connecting street.
Such conditions may include, but are not limited to, topography or
likely impact to natural resource areas such as wetlands, ponds,
streams, channels, rivers, lakes or upland wildlife habitat area, or a
resource on the National Wetland Inventory or under protection by
state or federal law.
b. Buildings or other existing development on adjacent lands, including
previously subdivided but vacant lots or parcels, physically preclude a
connection now or in the future, considering the potential for
redevelopment.
9.6820(5) As part of a Type II or Type III process, an exception may be granted to the
requirements of (1), (3) and (4) of this section because of the existence of one or more
of the following conditions:
(a) Physical conditions preclude development of the connecting street. Such
conditions may include, but are not limited to, topography or likely impact to
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(b)

natural resource areas such as wetlands, ponds, streams, channels, rivers, lakes
or upland wildlife habitat areas, or a resource on the National Wetland
Inventory or under protection by state or federal law.
Buildings or other existing development on the subject property or adjacent
lands, including previously subdivided but vacant lots or parcels, physically
preclude a connection now or in the future, considering the potential for
redevelopment.

Possible Action: Consider options to allow modification to the numerical standards in these
sections specifically for clear and objective applications. Consider additional standards to bolster
“preclude” language, and/or consider requiring modifications to these standards to be reviewed
through adjustment review beginning at 9.8015. (See related issues COM-02 and COM-13
regarding applying the street standards to conditional use permits and site reviews)
Improvement : Effectiveness
Source: Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COS-20 (PEDESTRIAN DEFINITION)
Description: There are many references in the land use code to the word “pedestrian”;
however, it is not defined at EC 9.0500.
Applies To : Conditional Use, Partition, Planned Unit Development, Site Review, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): Multiple
Existing Code Language : Below is one example:
9.8520 Subdivision, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria - Needed Housing
(6)
The proposed subdivision provides safe and adequate transportation systems through
compliance with the following:
(a)
Provision of pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation among buildings located
within the development site, as well as to adjacent and nearby residential areas,
transit stops, neighborhood activity centers, office parks, and industrial parks,
provided the city makes findings to demonstrate consistency with constitutional
requirements. “Nearby” means uses within 1/4 mile that can reasonably be
expected to be used by pedestrians, and uses within 2 miles that can reasonably
be expected to be used by bicyclists.
Possible Action: Consider adding a definition for “pedestrian” that specifies the types of nonmotorized users included in the reference, such as non-motorized use(r)s of transportation
facilities, including, but not limited to bicyclists, pedestrians, wheelchair users, child strollers,
and individuals who have sight, hearing or mobility impairments or any other condition that
affects their safety when travelling on public or private transportation facilities.
Improvement : Effectiveness
Source: Stakeholder(s)
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Key Issues: Out of Scope
Items identified as “out of scope” are key issues that address topics identified by community members
and may warrant being considered by the City but cannot be addressed within the scope of the Clear &
Objective Update because they:
 have broader applicability beyond the clear and objective land use application approval criteria
or procedures
 are too large in scale to address given the timeline for this update
 are being addressed through a separate project that is underway
 do not address the clear and objective land use application approval criteria or procedures
For ease of reference, Clear & Objective Out-of-Scope items are identified with a “COO” preceding the
issues number.

ISSUE #: COO-01 (MULTI-FAMILY STANDARDS REVIEW)
Description: The multi-family development standards (which apply to development of three or
more housing units on one site) need to be clearer with regard to the standards for cul-de-sac
parking courts, dead ends; requirement for building presence along the street frontage; front
door/entrance oriented to the street; and building articulation.
Applies To: All land use applications and building permits proposing multi-family housing
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.5500
Possible Action: Review multi-family development standards
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict: The current project scope is limited to evaluating clear and objective land use
application approval criteria or procedures for housing. Evaluating the multi-family
developments standards would be a significant undertaking and such an effort would require
review and public involvement beyond the scope and timeline of the Clear & Objective Update.

ISSUE #: COO-02 (STORMWATER TREATMENT OPTIONS)
Description: There are not enough treatment options for construction of private streets to
meet the stormwater quality standards.
Applies To: General Standard
Existing Code Section(s ): EC 9.6792(3)(c)
(c)
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For land use applications proposing construction of a private street or shared
driveway, stormwater quality facilities to treat the runoff from the proposed
private street or shared driveway shall be selected from the Stormwater
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Management Manual and shall be based on the following priority order:
infiltration, filtration.
1. An infiltration or filtration treatment facility to treat the stormwater
runoff from the shared driveway or private street can be sized to treat the
stormwater runoff from the proposed one and two family dwelling lots or
parcels that adjoin the shared driveway or private street based on full
buildout of those lots or parcels.
2. If the infiltration or filtration facility is not sized to treat the stormwater
runoff from the adjoining lots or parcels at full build out, all lots or parcels
created by the land division application must comply with EC 9.6792(3)(d)(g) at the time of development permit application.
Possible Action: Revise EC 9.6792(3)(c) to allow mechanical treatment as an option for private
streets, similar to that allowed for construction of public streets.
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict : The stormwater standards have broad applicability beyond housing and the
clear and objective land use application approval criteria or procedures for housing, and should
be addressed as a separate project that focuses specifically on stormwater.

ISSUE #: COO-03 (STREET WIDTH STANDARDS)
Description: New streets are too narrow.
Applies To: General Development Standard
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.6870
Possible Action: Change street width requirements.
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict: The City’s Design Standards and Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks,
Bikeways and Accessways have broad applicability beyond the clear and objective land use
application approval criteria or procedures for housing. Public Works Engineering has initiated a
separate project to review these standards, and will be proposing new street standards, which
will be available for public review and comment.

ISSUE #: COO-04 (DISCRETIONARY TRACK CHANGES)
Description: Criteria around "significant risk" and "minimal off-site impacts" in the
discretionary track for planned unit developments are not adequately defined to effectively
minimize impacts to pedestrians, bicyclists and other non-motorized road users.
Applies To: Planned Unit Development
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8320(7), EC 9.8320(11)
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(7)

Adequate public facilities and services are available to the site, or if public services
and facilities are not presently available, the applicant demonstrates that the services
and facilities will be available prior to need. Demonstration of future availability
requires evidence of at least one of the following:
(a) Prior written commitment of public funds by the appropriate public agencies.
(b) Prior acceptance by the appropriate public agency of a written commitment by
the applicant or other party to provide private services and facilities.
(c)
A written commitment by the applicant or other party to provide for offsetting
all added public costs or early commitment of public funds made necessary by
development, submitted on a form acceptable to the city manager.

(11) The proposed development shall have minimal off-site impacts, including such
impacts as traffic, noise, stormwater runoff and environmental quality.
Possible Action: Revise discretionary track criteria.
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict : This issue only addresses approval criteria from the discretionary track; does
not address the clear and objective land use application approval criteria or procedures for
housing.

ISSUE #: COO-05 (PUBLIC NOTICE REQUIREMENTS)
Description: Public notices can be hard to understand and are not sent to enough surrounding
neighbors.
Applies To: Application Procedure
Possible Action: Increase the notification radius and make the language on the notice more
understandable.
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict : Public notices are mailed for a wide range of land use applications. As such,
this issue has broad applicability beyond clear and objective land use application approval
criteria or procedures for housing.

ISSUE #: COO-06 (RIVER ROAD AREA DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS)
Description: Need to address development and infrastructure impacts in the River Road area.
Applies To: Conditional Use, Partition, Planned Unit Development, Site Review, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Possible Action: Add criteria to address urban/rural interface areas.
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict : This is an area-specific request best addressed under the current River Road September 11, 2018
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Santa Clara Neighborhood planning efforts currently underway. See https://www.eugeneor.gov/3558/River-Road---Santa-Clara-Neighborhood-Pl

ISSUE #: COO-07 (RESIDENTIAL REQUIREMENT FOR NEW COMMERCIAL)
Description: There is a missed opportunity to require upper-story residential use on top of
new commercial.
Applies To: New commercial development
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Possible Action: Add requirement for commercial/retail developments to include a residential
component.
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict : This Issue is broader than clear and objective land use application approval
criteria or procedures for housing.

ISSUE #: COO-08 (NATURAL FEATURE MAP ERRORS)
Description: Natural features are sometimes mapped incorrectly.
Applies To: All development sites with mapped natural features
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Possible Action: Create an easy, efficient path to fix map errors so that a site can be evaluated
for what actually exists.
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict: This issue has applicability beyond the clear and objective land use
application approval criteria or procedures for housing.

ISSUE #: COO-09 (SURVEYING REQUIREMENT REFERENCE)
Description: There is a discretionary track criterion for planned unit development that is a
statement of fact regarding future compliance with state or local survey requirements. The
criterion does not have an equivalent in the clear and objective track. This "criterion" may not
be necessary as it is more of an informative statement.
Applies To : Planned Unit Development
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8320(13)
Existing Code Language :
(13) If the tentative PUD application proposes a land division, nothing in the approval of
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the tentative application exempts future land divisions from compliance with state or
local surveying requirements.
Possible Action: Consider removing the criterion and adding an informational item to the
decision.
Source: Audit
Scope Conflict: This issue addresses approval criterion from the discretionary track; does not
address clear and objective land use application approval criteria or procedures for housing.

ISSUE #: COO-10 (NEIGHBORHOOD/APPLICANT MEETING REQUIREMENT)
Description: Neighborhood/applicant meetings give neighbors the false impression that they
are a design charrette.
Applies To: See list at EC 9.7007(1) below.
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.7007
Existing Code Language :
9.7007

September 11, 2018

Neighborhood/Applicant Meetings.
(1) This section applies to the following types of applications:
(a) Type II: 3-lot partitions, tentative subdivisions, tentative cluster
subdivisions and design reviews;
(b) Type III: Only conditional use permits and tentative planned unit
developments;
(c)
Type IV applications that are not city-initiated;
(d) Metro Plan amendments that are not city-initiated.
(e)
Within the /CL Clear Lake Overlay zone: development permits for a
new building, change of use, building expansion that exceeds 25
percent of the existing building square footage on the development
site, and land use applications (except Type I applications).
(2) Prior to the submittal of an application listed in subsection (1) above, the
applicant shall host a meeting for the surrounding property owners. The
purpose of this meeting is to provide a means for the applicant and
surrounding property owners and residents to meet to review the proposal,
share information and identify issues regarding the proposal. The applicant
may consider whether to incorporate solutions to these issues prior to
application submittal.
(3) The neighborhood/applicant meeting shall be held on a weekday evening,
starting no earlier than 5:00 p.m. and starting no later than 7:00 p.m., or on
a weekend no earlier than 10:00 a.m. and no later than 6:00 p.m., at a
location within the city that is in, or is as close as practicable to, the
boundaries of the city-recognized neighborhood association in which the
proposal is located, if any.
(4) If the subject property is located within the boundaries of a city-recognized
neighborhood association, the applicant must contact the applicable
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neighborhood association by registered or certified mail, proposing three
possible dates and times for the meeting. The neighborhood association
should reply to the applicant within 14 days and specify on which of the
proposed three suggested dates the meeting should be held. If the
neighborhood association does not reply to the applicant’s letter within 14
days, the applicant may schedule the neighborhood meeting on any one of
the three proposed dates without further delay.
(5) The applicant shall mail notice of the meeting:
(a) At least 14 days and no more than 28 days prior to the meeting;
(b) To:
1.
Owners and occupants of properties:
a.
within 300 feet of the subject property for Type II and IV
applications (except as provided below in subsection
(5)(b)1.b.); or
b.
within 500 feet of the subject property for Type III
applications, Metro Plan amendments, and
development permits and land use applications listed in
subsection (1)(e), above;
2.
Any city-recognized neighborhood associations whose
boundaries are within 300 feet of the subject property;
3.
The city planning director;
4.
The city engineer; and
5.
For applications within the /CL Clear Lake Overlay Zone, the
Lane Regional Air Protection Agency, Lane County Public Health
Department, and the City’s Toxics Right-to-Know program; and
(c)
That states the date, time and location of the meeting and briefly
discusses the nature and location of the proposal.
(6) Failure of a property owner or occupant to receive notice shall not invalidate
the neighborhood/applicant meeting procedure.
(7) The applicant shall post notice of the meeting by posting a waterproof sign
on the subject property at least 14 days before the meeting. The notice,
containing the information described in (5)(c) above, shall be supplied by the
applicant.
(8) The applicant shall provide the proposed site plan at the meeting for review.
(9) The applicant shall prepare and keep meeting notes identifying the major
points that were discussed and expressed, and a sign-in sheet identifying the
persons attending.
(10) The applicant is required to hold one meeting prior to submitting an
application for a specific site, but may hold additional meetings if desired.
(11) If an applicant fails to include in its application the materials described in EC
9.7010, the application shall be deemed incomplete.
(12) Applications shall be submitted to the city within 180 days of the
neighborhood/applicant meeting. If an application is not submitted in this
time frame, or if the site plan submitted with the application does not
substantially conform to the site plan provided at the meeting, the applicant
shall be required to hold a new neighborhood/applicant meeting.
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Possible Action: Consider eliminating the requirement for neighborhood meetings or revising
to be more meaningful.
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict : The neighborhood/applicant meeting procedures apply to application types
beyond housing and the clear and objective approval criterion. In addition, this issue is too large
in scale to address within the timeline of the Clear & Objective Update.

ISSUE #: COO-11 (ON-STREET PARKING IMPACTS)
Description: Need to evaluate impacts to on-street parking from new housing developments.
Applies To: All housing developments
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language : N/A
Possible Action: Consider adding standards to address on-street parking.
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict: On-street parking impacts is an issue that is broader than the clear and
objective housing approval criterion.

ISSUE #: COO-12 (WILLAMETTE GREENWAY CRITERIA)
Description: There is not a clear and objective review track for Willamette Greenway permits.
Recent challenges to whether the City can subject housing applications to the discretionary
approval criteria of the Willamette Greenway permit are currently unresolved.
Applies To: Development within the adopted Willamette River Greenway Boundary
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8815
Existing Code Language :
9.8815 Willamette Greenway Permit Approval Criteria and Standards. Willamette Greenway
permit approval may be granted only if the proposal conforms to all the criteria in
subsections (1) through (4), and the applicable standards of subsection (5) as follows:
(1)
To the greatest possible degree, the intensification, change of use, or
development will provide the maximum possible landscaped area, open space,
or vegetation between the activity and the river.
(2)
To the greatest possible degree, necessary and adequate public access will be
provided along the Willamette River by appropriate legal means.
(3)
The intensification, change of use, or development will conform with applicable
Willamette Greenway policies as set forth in the Metro Plan.
(4)
In areas subject to the Willakenzie Area Plan, the intensification, change of use,
or development will conform with that plan’s use management considerations.
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(5)

(6)
(7)

In areas not covered by subsection (4) of this section, the intensification, change
of use, or development shall conform with the following applicable standards:
(a)
Establishment of adequate setback lines to keep structures separated
from the Willamette River to protect, maintain, preserve, and enhance
the natural, scenic, historic, and recreational qualities of the Willamette
Greenway. Setback lines need not apply to water related or water
dependent activities as defined in the Oregon Statewide Planning Goals
and Guidelines (OAR 660-15-000 et seq.).
(b)
Protection of significant fish and wildlife habitats as identified in the
Metropolitan Plan Natural Assets and Constraints Working Paper. Sites
subsequently determined to be significant by the Oregon Department of
Fish and Wildlife shall also be protected.
(c)
Protection and enhancement of the natural vegetative fringe along the
Willamette River to the maximum extent practicable.
(d)
Preservation of scenic qualities and viewpoints as identified in the
Metropolitan Plan Natural Assets and Constraints Working Paper.
(e)
Maintenance of public safety and protection of public and private
property, especially from vandalism and trespass in both rural and urban
areas to the maximum extent practicable.
(f)
Compatibility of aggregate extraction with the purposes of the
Willamette River Greenway and when economically feasible, applicable
sections of state law pertaining to Reclamation of Mining Lands (ORS
Chapter 517) and Removal of Material; Filling (ORS Chapter 541)
designed to minimize adverse effects to water quality, fish and wildlife,
vegetation, bank stabilization, stream flow, visual quality, noise, safety,
and to guarantee necessary reclamation.
(g)
Compatibility with recreational lands currently devoted to metropolitan
recreational needs, used for parks or open space and owned and
controlled by a general purpose government and regulation of such
lands so that their use will not interfere with adjacent uses.
As used in this section, the words "the greatest possible degree" are drawn from
Oregon Statewide Planning Goal 15 (F.3.b.) and are intended to require a
balancing of factors so that each of the identified Willamette Greenway criteria
is met to the greatest extent possible without precluding the requested use.
When site review approval is required, the proposed development will be
consistent with the applicable site review criteria.
The proposal complies with all applicable standards explicitly addressed in the
application. An approved adjustment to a standard pursuant to provisions
beginning at EC 9.8015 of this land use code constitutes compliance with the
standard.

Possible Action: Develop clear and objective criteria for housing applications proposed within
the Willamette Greenway.
Source : Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict : Pending legal matter. In addition, this is a substantial, emerging issue that is
too extensive and as yet too unclear to address within the timeline of the Clear & Objective
Update.
September 11, 2018
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ISSUE #: COO-13 (33 PERCENT CONSERVATION OVERLAY LIMITATION)
Description: The limitation of no more than 33 percent of a lot being occupied by /WR Water
Resource or /WQ Water Quality overlay is too restrictive.
Applies To: Partition, Planned Unit Development, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8220(2)(a), EC 9.8325(7)(a), EC 9.8520(3)(a)
Existing Code Language:
9.8220(2) The proposed partition complies with all of the following:
(a) Lot standards of EC 9.2000 through 9.3980 regarding applicable parcel
dimensions and density requirements. Within the /WR Water Resources
Conservation Overlay Zone or /WQ Water Quality Overlay Zone, no new lot may
be created if more than 33% of the lot, as created, would be occupied by either:
1.
The combined area of the /WR conservation setback and any portion of
the Goal 5 Water Resource Site that extends landward beyond the
conservation setback; or
2.
The /WQ Management Area.
9.8325(7) The PUD complies with all of the following:
(a)
EC 9.2000 through 9.3980 regarding lot dimensions and density requirements
for the subject zone. Within the /WR Water Resources Conservation Overlay
Zone or /WQ Water Quality Overlay Zone, no new lot may be created if more
than 33% of the lot, as created, would be occupied by either:
1.
The combined area of the /WR conservation setback and any portion of
the Goal 5 Water Resource Site that extends landward beyond the
conservation setback; or
2.
The /WQ Management Area.
9.8520(3) The proposed subdivision complies with all of the following, unless specifically exempt
from compliance through a code provision applicable to a special area zone or
overlay zone:
(a) EC 9.2000 through 9.3980 regarding lot dimensions and density requirements
for the subject zone. Within the /WR Water Resources Conservation Overlay
Zone or /WQ Water Quality Overlay Zone, no new lot may be created if more
than 33% of the lot, as created, would be occupied by either:
1.
The combined area of the /WR conservation setback and any portion of
the Goal 5 Water Resource Site that extends landward beyond the
conservation setback; or
2.
The /WQ Management Area.
Possible Action: Consider revising the criterion to allow greater than 33 percent of a lot to be
occupied by the /WR or /WQ Conservation Overlay zones.
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict : This issue has broad applicability beyond housing and the clear and objective
land use application criterion. Additionally, the above-referenced standard for the /WR Water
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Resources Conservation overlay zone was adopted as part of the City’s efforts to achieve
compliance with Statewide Planning Goal 5. Revising these standard could necessitate reevaluating the City’s Goal 5 Program, a substantial undertaking well beyond the scope of the
Clear & Objective Update.

ISSUE #: COO-14 (CONFORMANCE VS. EXACTION)
Description: Need to distinguish between criteria that require conformance vs. exaction—
criteria may require that certain features such as safe emergency access already be in place
(conformance) but cannot require that a developer pay for such features (exaction).
Applies To: All
Existing Code Section(s):
Existing Code Language :
Possible Action: Change how criteria are evaluated by decision makers by relying more on
conformance instead of limiting improvements based on constitutional requirements around
exactions.
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict : This issue has broad applicability beyond the clear and objective land use
application approval criteria or procedures for housing.

ISSUE #: COO-15 (PRIVATELY ENGINEERED PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT WAIVERS)
Description: The Privately Engineered Public Improvement process and standards allow for
discretionary waivers to the actual standards in EC 9.6500 through 9.6505.
Applies To: EC 9.6500 through 9.6505 Public Improvement Standards
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language: N/A
Possible Action: Consider not allowing discretionary waivers
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict : This issue does not address clear and objective land use application approval
criteria or procedures for housing and would require further investigation to determine whether
standards have been waived as part of the Privately Engineered Public Improvement process, as
they already must be consistent with the land use application approval.
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ISSUE #: COO-16 (TREE PRESERVATION AND REMOVAL STANDARDS)
Description: Tree protection and preservation was identified as an issue with broad concerns
ranging from a need to implement more tree preservation methods to wanting tree removal to
be allowed by-right (without restriction) for housing development.
Applies To: Conditional Use, Partition, Planned Unit Development, Site Review, Subdivision,
by-right development
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.6885
Existing Code Language :
9.6885

Tree Preservation and Removal Standards.
(1)

September 11, 2018

Exemptions from Standards. The standards in this section do not apply to
activities regulated under EC 9.4900 through 9.4980, or an application for
development activity that includes or will result in:
(a) Residential Lots Under 20,000 Square Feet. Removal of significant trees
from a parcel of property not subject to the provisions of subsection (c)
of this section with an area of less than 20,000 square feet when:
1.
Such parcel is occupied by a one-family dwelling, secondary
dwelling, or duplex;
2.
An application to construct a one-family dwelling, secondary
dwelling, or duplex on such lot is being reviewed by the city.
However, no significant trees may be removed prior to the
approval of the development permit; or
3.
The city has entered into an agreement authorizing the start of
construction for a one-family dwelling, secondary dwelling, or
duplex.
(b) Lots 20,000 Square Feet or Larger. Removal of up to 5 significant trees
within a period of 12 consecutive months from a parcel of property not
subject to the provisions of subsection (c) of this section consisting of
20,000 or more square feet of area;
(c)
Land Use Approvals. Any tree removal on property subject to an
approved conditional use permit, planned unit development, site
review, or subdivision that include a tree removal/preservation plan or
conditions related to tree removal or retention. In those areas, that
plan or city approved modifications thereto control tree removal. This
exemption does not apply to the removal of a street tree, which must
be authorized by a permit issued pursuant to EC 6.305;
(d) Tree Removal Permit. Any tree removal specifically authorized by, and
carried out in conformity with a city-approved tree removal permit
under EC Chapter 6.
(e)
Habitat Restoration. Removal of trees by the city or as authorized by
the city for the purpose of implementation of a city-approved habitat
restoration plan, and the express purpose of the plan is to restore
native plant communities, enhance fish or wildlife habitat, or similar
restoration purposes;
(f)
Hazardous Trees.
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1.

The removal of hazardous trees on private property, provided
that prior to removal the property owner submits to the city a
written evaluation of each tree proposed for removal prepared
by a certified arborist declaring the tree(s) to be hazardous and
recommending immediate removal. The written evaluation shall
be on a form prescribed by the city manager pursuant to section
2.019 City Manager - Administrative and Rulemaking Authority
and Procedures;
2.
The removal of hazardous trees by the city or under contract
with the city, on public property or street right-of-way, provided
the city’s urban forester issues a written evaluation of each tree
proposed for removal declaring the tree(s) to be hazardous and
recommending immediate removal;
(g) Fire Hazard Abatement. Removal of trees that the city fire marshal has
declared in writing poses a potential fire hazard to existing structures;
or
(h) Diseased or Dying Trees. Removal of a diseased or dying tree, provided
that prior to its removal the property owner submits to the city a
written evaluation of the tree prepared by a certified arborist certifying
the unhealthy condition of the tree and recommending its immediate
removal. The written evaluation shall be on a form prescribed by the
city manager pursuant to section 2.019 City Manager - Administrative
and Rulemaking Authority and Procedures.
(2) Tree Preservation and Removal Standards. No permit for a development
activity subject to this section shall be approved until the applicant submits
plans or information, including a written report by a certified arborist or
licensed landscape architect, that demonstrates compliance with the
following standards:
(a) The materials submitted shall reflect that consideration has been given
to preservation in accordance with the following priority:
1.
Significant trees located adjacent to or within waterways or
wetlands designated by the city for protection, and areas having
slopes greater than 25%;
2.
Significant trees within a stand of trees; and
3.
Individual significant trees.
(b) If the proposal includes removal of any street tree(s), removal of those
street trees has been approved, or approved with conditions according
to the process at EC 6.305 Tree Felling Prohibition.
(3)
Adjustment to Standards. Except for applications being processed under EC
9.8100 Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria - Needed Housing, EC 9.8325 Tentative
Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria - Needed Housing, EC 9.8445 Site Review
Approval Criteria - Needed Housing, or EC 9.8520 Subdivision, Tentative Plan Approval
Criteria - Needed Housing, adjustments to these standards may be made, subject to
compliance with the criteria for adjustment in EC 9.8030(13) Tree Preservation and
Removal Standards Adjustment.
Possible Action: Revise tree preservation and removal standards.
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Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict: The tree preservation and removal standards are development standards that
have broad applicability beyond the clear and objective land use application approval criteria or
procedures for housing.

ISSUE #: COO-17 (MINIMUM LOT FRONTAGE)
Description: The 50-foot minimum lot frontage requirement for lots created in the R-1 Low
Density Residential zone limits density and requires a planned unit development to modify.
Applies To: Partition, Planned Unit Development, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): 9.2760, 9.2761(1)(c)
Existing Code Language :
Table 9.2760 Residential Zone Lot Standards
(See EC 9.2761 Special Standards for Table 9.2760.)
Lot Width Minimum (1)
Interior Lot (7)
Corner Lot
Curved Lot
Cul-de-sac Bulb Lot
Residential Flag Lot (4)
Rowhouse Lot

R-1

R-1.5

R-2

R-3

R-4

50 feet
50 feet
35 feet
35 feet
50 feet
15 feet

20 feet
20 feet
20 feet
20 feet

35 feet (9)
35 feet (9)
35 feet (9)
20 feet
-15 feet

35 feet (9)
35 feet (9)
35 feet (9)
20 feet
-15 feet

35 feet (9)
35 feet (9)
35 feet (9)
20 feet

15 feet

15 feet

9.2761 Special Standards for Table 9.2760 .
(1)
Lot Standards.
(a)
In determining lot area in a residential zone, the area within a public or
private street or alley shall be excluded.
(b)
Solar standards may impose a more restrictive lot standard. (See EC
9.2790 Solar Lot Standards.)
(c)
Lot area, frontage, and width minimums may be modified with an
approved cluster subdivision in R-1 or Planned Unit Development (PUD)
in any zone.
Possible Action: Review lot frontage requirements to consider allowing a lower minimum in
certain circumstances without going through a planned unit development process.
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict: Evaluating the impacts of lot frontage requirements on density would require
greater technical analysis that would be too large in scale to address given the timeline for the
Clear & Objective update.
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ISSUE #: COO-18 (CLUSTER SUBDIVISION CLEAR & OBJECTIVE OPTION)
Description: There is not a clear and objective track for cluster subdivisions. The cluster
subdivision is an alternative discretionary review; however, if a clear and objective version of
the cluster subdivision were available, it could facilitate development of some missing middle
housing types.
Applies To: Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8045
Existing Code Language :
9.8045 Applicability of Cluster Subdivisions. Cluster subdivision provisions shall be applied
when requested by the property owner and when the proposed subdivision meets the
definition of cluster subdivision in section 9.0500 of this land use code. A subdivision
application proposing needed housing, as defined in state statutes, shall be processed
pursuant to EC 9.8520 Subdivision, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria - Needed Housing.
No development permit shall be issued by the city prior to approval of the cluster
subdivision.
Possible Action: Consider developing a set of clear and objective criteria for cluster
subdivisions.
Source: Stakeholder(s)
Scope Conflict: Creating a new application type is outside the scope of the Clear & Objective
update. It is possible this issue may be considered as part of the Housing Tools and Strategies
project. See https://www.eugene-or.gov/3960/Housing-Tools-and-Strategies
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City of Eugene
Clear and Objective Housing Approval Criteria Update
Land Use Code Audit

August 2, 2018
Prepared by Elizabeth Decker, JET Planning
Prepared for City of Eugene Planning Division

JET Planning LLC
1300 SE Stark St Ste 211
Portland, OR 97214
www.jetplanning.net

1. Introduction
Project Background and Goals: The City of Eugene is planning for development of
15,000 new homes by 2032 within the current Urban Growth Boundary (UGB). The City
has prioritized housing affordability, balanced with the community’s values related to
neighborhood livability, public health and safety, and natural resource protections, expressed
through the adopted Envision Eugene pillars. Zoning and development standards will be
used to guide future residential development to manage scale, compatibility and impacts.
State law implementing Oregon’s Statewide Planning Goal 10 (Housing) requires that cities
adopt and apply only “clear and objective standards, conditions and procedures” to
residential development. (ORS 197.307(4).) These standards may not, either individually or
cumulatively, have the effect of discouraging residential development through “unreasonable
cost and delay.” (ibid.) While previously the clear and objective requirement applied to
standards for “needed housing”—already a broad term encompassing most housing types—
recent 2017 legislation expanded the requirement to apply to all residential development.
(SB 1051, amending ORS 197.303(1) and 197.307(4).) The importance of having effective
and efficient criteria that are clear and objective is thus further increased given their
applicability to all future housing development.
The Eugene Code (EC), last substantially revised in 2001, establishes parallel residential
review tracks: a “Needed Housing” track with clear and objective criteria in compliance with
state requirements in ORS 197.307, and a “General” track which includes more discretionary
review criteria and allows for more design flexibility to meet those criteria. Throughout this
audit, these two tracks will be referred to as the “clear and objective track” and the
“discretionary track.” There are two sets of criteria for the five land use reviews most
commonly applied to residential development: Conditional Use Permits (CUPs), Partitions,
Planned Unit Developments (PUDs), Site Reviews, and Subdivisions. While the two tracks
are not identical in their scope, they are each intended to provide effective review
opportunities for proposed development.
The need to understand and improve the City’s review criteria for housing is, if anything,
more important now than ever. Communities across the state and the nation, including
Eugene, are struggling with rising housing costs and growing community demands for more
housing options. This project is intended to facilitate future residential development
through clear and objective review criteria that are effective and efficient.
Project Scope: The project scope focuses on the clear and objective approval criteria for
housing development reviewed through conditional use permits (CUPs), partitions, planned
unit developments (PUDs), site review, and subdivisions. Primary criteria reviewed for this
project included:
•
•
•
•
•

EC 9.8100 Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria – Needed Housing
EC 9.8220 Partition, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria – Needed Housing
EC 9.8325 Tentative Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria – Needed
Housing
EC 9.8445 Site Review Approval Criteria – Needed Housing
EC 9.8520 Subdivision Tentative Plan Approval Criteria – Needed Housing
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The criteria for the clear and objective tracks were also reviewed against the discretionary
track criteria for the same review type. The discretionary criteria themselves will not be
updated as part of this project, however, the discretionary criteria were used as an important
comparison to the clear and objective criteria to evaluate the relative breadth and reach of
the two sets of criteria, and to identify any additional issues from the discretionary criteria
that could potentially be addressed through additional clear and objective criteria. Precise
equivalency between the two tracks is not desired due to additional flexibility inherent in the
discretionary track.
To the extent that development standards elsewhere in the code are referenced in the
approval criteria for said land use reviews, those standards were also reviewed, limited to
their relationship to the effective and efficient development of residential projects.
Audit Methodology: This audit was developed through review and analysis of the
development code and related background materials provided by the City including but not
limited to the City’s long-range plans, recent land use decisions including appeals, previous
public comments, permitting history for residential development, and City staff’s
observations about residential development review processes. The code criteria and
standards were evaluated to determine their contribution to an effective and efficient
development review process, and how effectively they implement community priorities for
diverse housing opportunities, neighborhood livability, and environmental protection as
embodied in the Envision Eugene pillars. The code criteria and standards were also
evaluated relative to best practices around the state and professional experience of the
auditor.
The code audit was conducted in concert with public involvement consistent with the
project’s public involvement plan, and informed by stakeholder observations. This specific
task within the larger Clear and Objective project included stakeholder focus groups
including housing developers and homebuilders, neighborhood advocates, nonprofits,
development professionals such as land use consultants and architects, and local advocacy
groups. Additional comments were received from stakeholders over email following the
focus groups. While this audit represents the consultant’s own analysis with stakeholder
comments from the focus groups and emails summarized in full in supporting documents,
the specific topics identified by stakeholders are addressed herein to the extent the
consultant determined their relevance to the audit.
The audit findings here represent the professional opinions of the auditor, Elizabeth Decker,
based on her experience as a practicing planner. This audit is not a legal analysis of the land
use code, and does not incorporate a thorough review of recent case history that may affect
specific criteria and standards. Where specific examples of land use cases were highlighted
during focus groups and conversations with staff, they were incorporated as additional
background. Further review with the Eugene City Attorney is recommended as part of the
Issue Identification phase.
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2. Conditional Use Permits (CUPs)
Where used: CUPs are required for a limited number of specialized residential types,
including assisted care (six or more people living in facility), boarding and rooming houses,
campus living organizations including fraternities and sororities, and single room occupancy
(SROs).
Process and Timing: CUPs require a Type III review and must be approved prior to
submittal of any other development permit. (EC 9.8085.) Consider whether CUPs often
require additional development permits, and whether reviews could be combined for greater
efficiency. Applicants may elect to obtain approval through the Planned Unit Development
process in lieu of a conditional use permit. (EC 9.2160 and EC 9.2740.)
Criteria: EC 9.8100 establishes the clear and objective approval criteria for CUPs, as
analyzed in the following table.
Sub
(1)

(2)
(3)(a)
(3)(b)
(4)

(4)(a)
(4)(b)
(4)(c)
(4)(d)
(4)(e)
(4)(f)
(4)(g)
(4)(h)
(4)(i)

Topic
Needed housing

Audit Comments
State law requires that all housing have to
option for review under clear and objective
standards, so criterion to demonstrate project is
needed housing is no longer needed.
Multiple-family standards
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Tree preservation
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Natural resource protection
No comments.
All applicable standards, including Consider expanding list to include additional
but not limited to...
development requirements, including
compliance with lot dimensions and density
requirements for the subject zone in EC 9.2000
through 9.3980, overlay zones in EC 9.4000
through 9.4980, public improvement
requirements in EC 9.6500 through 9.6505, and
street requirements in EC 9.6800 through
9.6875, all of which are required under the
discretionary track.
Floodplain standards
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Geotech
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Pedestrian circulation
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Public access required
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Special setbacks
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Underground utilities
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Vision clearance
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Stormwater
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Adjustments
No comments.
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(5)

Provide public improvements

Consider revising the timing specified in this
criterion to construct or bond for required
public improvements. As written,
improvements must be constructed or bonded
for at the time of application and review, when
those improvements are not required or
specified in the conditions of approval until
issuance of the CUP decision. Criterion is also
used in the final subdivision plan approval
criteria which suggests it is more appropriate to
a final review. Criterion has no equivalent in
the discretionary track; a revised criterion to
ensure timely completion of required public
improvements after issuance of CUP approval
may be of benefit in both tracks.

There are several discretionary CUP criteria that do not have an equivalent in the clear and
objective criteria:
•

•

•

•

•

Consistency with adopted plans (EC 9.8090(1).) Because plan language is generally
aspirational and general, it is not recommended to require demonstrated consistency
with adopted plans for the clear and objective track.
Design and character compatibility. (EC 9.8090(2) and (3).) Though assessing
compatibility can be discretionary, there are specific elements listed in these criteria
(building locations, mass and scale, screening, noise, glare and odors) that could be
reviewed for applicability in a clear and objective context.
Protect public health and safety. (EC 9.8090(7).) Many of the specific items listed as
potential risks including soil erosion or flood hazard are addressed through
compliance with standards for those topics under the clear and objective track.
Criterion also lists impediment to emergency response as a potential risk to public
safety, and there does not appear to be an equivalent criterion in the clear and
objective track.
Lot dimensions/solar standards/density standards. (EC 9.8090(8)(a) and (f).)
Compliance with these standards is required for many other clear and objective
tracks; it could be added to list of relevant standards in subsection (4) of the clear
and objective criteria. As discussed in Section 7, it may not be necessary to require
compliance with solar standards for CUPs because they rarely include development
subject to those standards.
Provision of safe and adequate transportation systems. (EC 9.8090(8)(e).)
Compliance with standards for streets, alleys and other public ways in EC 9.6800
through 9.6875 and standards for pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation are
approval criteria for many of the other clear and objective tracks; consider adding to
the criteria for clear and objective CUP review as well under subsection (4) of the
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•

clear and objective criteria.
Traffic Impact Analysis Review required. (EC 9.8090(9).) See discussion of TIA in
Section 7 below.

Overall: Perhaps because there have been few such projects, there has been little concern
voiced about the CUP clear and objective approval criteria. The clear and objective CUP
criteria are largely cross-references to other chapters, with limited provisions for traditional
consideration of the compatibility of the proposed conditional use and surrounding
properties, such as is provided through the discretionary review track in EC 9.8090(2).
Because the clear and objective CUP track requires limited review beyond compliance with
existing standards in these limited residential cases, either changing these use types away
from conditional uses or developing more robust, clear and objective criteria to address
compatibility concerns may be warranted.
3. Partition, Tentative Plan
Where used: Partitions are a land division process to create three or fewer lots for
development, typically used for smaller parcels or infill situations.
Process and Timing: Tentative partitions are a Type II review, followed by a Type I review
of the final partition plan. Applications must be prepared by a licensed land surveyor. (EC
9.8210.)
Criteria: EC 9.8220 establishes the clear and objective approval criteria for tentative
partition plans, as analyzed in the following table.
Sub
(1)

Topic
Needed housing

(2)

Compliance with standards, or
approved adjustment

(2)(a)

Lot dimensions/density for the
subject zone

(2)(b)

Streets/alleys/public ways

Audit Comments
State law requires that all housing have to
option for review under clear and objective
standards, so criterion to demonstrate project is
needed housing is no longer needed.
No comments. Provides option to comply
with standards, or obtain adjustment through
separate process.
Criterion could be expanded to require
compliance with overlay zones as well as base
zones.
No concerns about the /WR and /WQ lot
requirements. The 33% threshold appears
reasonable: ensuring 67% of the lot area is
buildable land ensures lots can accommodate
the 50% maximum lot coverage allowed in EC
Table 9.2750 on the buildable portion of the lot
without impacts to the /WR and /WQ areas.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
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Sub
(2)(c)
(2)(d)
(2)(e)
(2)(f)
(2)(g)
(2)(h)
(2)(i)
(2)(j)
(2)(k)

Topic
Public Improvements
Floodplain standards
Geotech
Public access required
Special setbacks
Underground utilities
Vision clearance
Stormwater
Tree Standards

(2)(l)

All applicable standards for
features explicitly included
Does not create nonconformity

(3)

(4)

Access management for
arterial/collector streets

(5)(a)

If public street required:
Consistency with adopted plans
for land uses and densities
If public street required:
Pedestrian/bicycle/transit access

(5)(b)

(5)(c)

If public street required:
Street layout

Audit Comments
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Note that the tree preservation standards are
not referenced in the discretionary track,
creating an additional criterion in the clear and
objective track.
No comments.
Greater detail could be provided about which
“applicable standards in this land use code”
should be reviewed. Review nonconforming
development standards beginning at EC 9.1200
and cross-reference if appropriate.
Unique criterion not found in any other land
use review types. Consider whether it overlaps
with the requirements in EC 9.6735 for public
access, triggered in subsection (2)(f) already, or
if there are additional aspects of this
requirement that provide value.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.

No comments. This criterion is generally
limited to circulation requirements within the
project boundaries, with limited off-site
improvement requirements because of
constitutional requirements around takings.
Requirement to “disperse” motor vehicle traffic
onto more than one local public street has been
found by LUBA to be discretionary. Consider
whether street connectivity standards in EC
9.6815 accomplish the same access and
connectivity goals as this criterion, allowing this
criterion to be removed, or develop alternative
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Sub

Topic

(6)

Future divisibility of large
remainder lots

Audit Comments
criteria here to supplement connectivity
standards.
No comments; effectively requires a rough
draft of a future land division of the remainder
parcel subject to many of the same connectivity
criteria as the proposed partition.

There are several partition criteria in the discretionary track that do not have an equivalent in
the clear and objective track:
•

•

•

Compliance with overlay zones. (EC 9.8215(1)(a).) Investigate why compliance with
overlay zones is only required for the discretionary track, and not in the equivalent
standard for the clear and objective track.
Compliance with adopted plan policies. (EC 9.8215(1)(l).) Because plan language is
generally aspirational and general, it is not recommended to require demonstrated
consistency with adopted plans for the clear and objective track. In contrast, clear
and objective criterion is limited to compliance with land uses and densities in
adopted plans. (See EC 9.8220(5)(a) above.)
Side lot lines perpendicular to streets. (EC 9.8215(5).) Criterion language for lot
lines to run at right angles “as far as is practicable” may not be appropriate for the
clear and objective track, but alternative language addressing the same issue could be
developed if warranted.

Additionally, protection of designated natural resource areas is not required for partitions
under either the discretionary or clear and objective tracks, compared to other reviews
including subdivisions in EC 9.8520(7)(b). Consider whether standard is appropriate for
partitions as well.
Overall: Few concerns noted about the partition clear and objective track, though
interestingly, City staff reported that many applicants prefer to use the discretionary track.
This may be because the clear and objective track includes the criterion to comply with tree
preservation standards, which is not required for the discretionary track.
4. Planned Unit Development (PUD), Tentative Plan
Where used: Planned Unit Development provisions apply for some properties subject to
the South Hills Study located south of 18th Avenue above 500 feet depending on the project
size and elevation, where a /PD overlay zone is applied, based on use, or at the request of
the property owner. (EC 9.8305.) The South Hills requirement is significant because by
mandating PUD review for a defined geographic area, there is then the need for a clear and
objective review track to ensure all properties can be developed under clear and objective
criteria. In many other cities, the subdivision process provides a clear and objective review
option for all residential development, complemented with an optional PUD process with
Clear and Objective Criteria: Land Use Code Audit
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discretionary criteria. PUDs are typically meant to provide “a high degree of flexibility in the
design of the site and mix of land uses,” as stated in the purpose statement in EC 9.8300,
requiring a more holistic, discretionary review rather than straight application of land use
standards such as in a subdivision, so clear and objective PUD criteria can be more
challenging to develop and implement.
Process and Timing: Tentative PUDs are a Type III review, followed by final PUD
approval in a separate Type II review. A PUD also requires a subdivision for all residential
development that creates new lots, which is the majority of projects. The tentative PUD
must be finalized prior to review of the tentative subdivision plan. (EC 9.8305 and 9.8505.)
Together this means three stages of review for many developments: tentative PUD review,
final PUD and tentative subdivision plan review combined, and final subdivision plan
review. There may be opportunity to consolidate these reviews into two stages for greater
efficiency, tentative PUD and subdivision followed by final PUD and subdivision, given that
the clear and objective review criteria for tentative PUD and subdivision have significant
overlap and could feasibly be reviewed concurrently.
Tentative PUDs require a professional design team to include a licensed arborist, architect,
civil engineer, landscape architect and land surveyor. (EC 9.8310(2).) The requirement for
both an arborist and landscape architect may be duplicative, considering that tree
preservation can be reviewed by either an arborist or landscape architect, as specified in the
tree preservation report requirements in EC 9.6885(2).
Criteria: EC 9.8325 establishes the clear and objective approval criteria for tentative PUD,
as analyzed in the following table.
Sub
(1)

Topic
Needed housing

(2)

Consistency with adopted plans
for land uses and densities

(3)

Screening/buffer

Audit Comments
State law requires that all housing have to
option for review under clear and objective
standards, so criterion to demonstrate project is
needed housing is no longer needed.
Criterion limited to demonstrating that land
uses and densities are consistent with the plans’
land use designation(s), in contrast to criterion
in the discretionary track requiring consistency
with adopted plan policies.
See further analysis in Referenced Standards
section.
Requirement for 30-foot buffer between the
PUD and surrounding properties may not be a
preferred strategy to enhance compatibility
between properties, or an efficient use of land.
Additional detail defining “surrounding
properties,” which has been interpreted to
exclude public right-of-way, would be useful for
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Sub

Topic

(4)(a)
(4)(b)

Tree preservation
Natural resource protection

Audit Comments
clarity and consistent application.
Dedication of a 30-foot perimeter buffer
requires a significant amount of land, and a
disproportionate amount of land on smaller
and/or narrow sites that could decrease
development potential of many PUDs by
putting land into a buffer that could otherwise
be developed with housing.
The potential need for and benefit of the 30foot buffer is also unclear. Presumably it
buffers the PUD from neighboring properties
to improve compatibility. However, in cases
where it buffers a residential PUD from
existing residential properties, it is not clear that
there are significant differences between
residential development within the PUD site
and residential development surrounding the
PUD site to warrant buffering over and above
the typical setbacks for the base zone. The 30foot setback may instead isolate the PUD
development, making it less compatible and less
integrated into the neighborhood. Buffers or
screening may be more appropriately limited to
PUDs abutting different zones.
In comparison, the discretionary approval
criterion requires that the PUD provide
“adequate” screening from surrounding
properties considering building setbacks, bulk
and height, which could potentially be met
through adherence to setbacks in the
underlying zone or some other setback less
than 30 feet. (EC 9.8320(3).) Consider
reviewing the screening provided for such
projects to identify other successful approaches,
as potential models for revising the clear and
objective criterion.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Protection of natural resources is required, but
consider expanding criterion to include details
that protection includes the area of the resource
itself and a buffer, similar to specificity in the
natural resources criterion for CUPs. (See EC
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Sub

Topic

(5)

No Grading on ≥ 20%

Audit Comments
9.8100(3)(a).)
It appears that intention is to prevent geological
instability on and off-site, retain natural
topography, limit impacts to natural resources,
and generally prevent development on steep
slopes. Concern that this criterion may not be
the most effective and efficient way to address
such concerns because the criterion does not
allow any way for the applicant to demonstrate
whether such impacts are likely to occur on the
specific development site or whether they can
be mitigated. It may have the effect of entirely
precluding development under the clear and
objective track for sites with significant slopes,
particularly for properties subject to the South
Hills Study, or sites with unusual configurations
where a portion of the site over 20% slope
effectively cuts across the site cutting off access
through the site and limiting development
potential.
The 20% threshold should be reviewed to
understand the scope of lands affected and
rationale, and compared to maximum slopes
presumed buildable in long-range plans. For
example, state standards presume that up to
25% slopes are developable for purposes of
calculating buildable lands for development
(OAR 660-008-0005(5)), and the local Buildable
Lands Inventory (BLI) classifies lands up to
30% slopes as potentially developable. There
may be an opportunity to increase the 20%
slope threshold for PUDs to ensure that all
lands presumed developable in the BLI have
the option to develop under a clear and
objective track. A geological report is required
under criterion (7)(d) to evaluate slope impacts.
In comparison, there is no maximum slope
where grading is prohibited under the
discretionary track and slope impacts are
reviewed through a geological report.
It may be desirable to exempt some defined
grading activities, limited to small amounts of
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Sub

Topic

(6)(a)
(6)(b)

Streets/alleys/public ways
Pedestrian/bicycle/transit
circulation

(6)(c)

Street layout (19 lot rule)

(7)

Compliance with standards, or
approved adjustment

(7)(a)

Lot dimensions/density for the
subject zone

Audit Comments
cut and fill, or as needed for specific site
improvements such as utilities and access roads.
There is additional concern that the required
measurement at 5-foot contour lines increases
the amount of 20% or greater slopes, further
limiting the sites that may develop under clear
and objective criteria.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
No comments. This criterion is generally
limited to circulation requirements within the
project boundaries, with limited off-site
improvement requirements because of
constitutional requirements around takings.
Requirement to “disperse” motor vehicle traffic
onto more than one local public street has been
found by LUBA to be discretionary. Consider
whether street connectivity standards in EC
9.6815 accomplish the same access and
connectivity goals as this criterion, and remove
criterion or modify to cover any additional
goals.
No concern about options to comply with
standards, or obtain adjustment through
separate process, however, note potential
overlap and inconsistency with subsection (11)
below.
The criterion explicitly requires compliance
with only lot dimensions and density in the
base zone and not overlay zones, compared to
requirement to meet lot dimensions and density
for both the subject zone and overlay zones in
the discretionary track. See further analysis of
base zone standards in Referenced Standards
section.
Note also the PUD-specific density standards
in EC 9.8310(4), which modify how density is
calculated to meet the base zone standards in
EC 9.2750 by allowing inclusion of some open
space or easements. Consider developing
additional criteria for whether such areas may
be counted in residential density calculations to
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Sub

Topic

(7)(a)

33% limitation of lot area with
/WR or /WQ overlay zoning

(7)(b)

Provide public
facilities/improvements
Floodplain standards
Geotech
Pedestrian circulation on-site
Public access required
Special setbacks
Underground utilities
Vision clearance
Stormwater
Provide timely public
facilities/improvements

(7)(c)
(7)(d)
(7)(e)
(7)(f)
(7)(g)
(7)(h)
(7)(i)
(7)(j)
(8)

(9)

(10)

Audit Comments
supplement current standards.
No concerns about the /WR and /WQ lot
requirements. The 33% threshold appears
reasonable: ensuring 67% of the lot area is
buildable land ensures lots can accommodate
the 50% maximum lot coverage allowed in EC
Table 9.2750 on the buildable portion of the lot
without impacts to the /WR and /WQ areas.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.

See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
No comments. This criterion addresses timing
of the required improvements, to ensure
funding is committed; requirements for said
improvements are covered by criteria in
subsections (6)(a), (7)(b) and (7)(j).
Accessible recreation/open space Concern that this criterion might not be the
most effective and efficient way to ensure
access to recreation and open space for
residents. Requirement for space to be located
within ¼ mile of the site limits development to
sites near existing open spaces such as public
parks, which may reduce those areas of the city
that can be developed under the clear and
objective track. Alternatively, open spaces may
be provided internally to the development,
however, the minimum one-acre size may
represent a significant land dedication,
particularly for smaller sites, and decrease
housing development potential of the site.
Solar lot standards
See discussion of standards themselves in
Referenced Standards section, but note that
they explicitly apply to subdivisions so review
whether it is effective to require compliance as
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Sub

Topic

(11)

Modifications to development
standards

(12)(a)

South Hills development limits
above 900-foot elevation

(12)(b)

South Hills 300-foot ridgeline
setback

(12)(c)

South Hills clustering and 40%
contiguous common open space

Audit Comments
a PUD approval criterion.
This opportunity to modify development
standards that apply to the PUD, consistent
with the PUD purposes in EC 9.8300, appears
to overlap with option to modify standards that
apply to the PUD through an approved
adjustment pursuant to EC 9.8015. Clarify
which process applies to which standards, or
consider option to combine into a single
process to modify standards.
Review the amount of land and lot patterns
above 900 feet to determine how broadly this
standard applies, and potential impacts on
residential development feasibility. Consider
whether the limitation meets the underlying
goals of the South Hills Study. The intent may
have been to prevent changes to the natural
environment in sensitive areas with high
visibility, but concern whether this criterion is
the efficient and effective way to address those
or other underlying concerns.
300-foot setback can impact residential
development feasibility of subject sites by
reducing site area that may be developed.
Consider whether criterion effectively addresses
the underlying goals of the South Hills Study,
such as preservation of views and open space
along the ridgeline, or could be modified to
balance residential development feasibility and
South Hills Study goals. Consider conducting
additional long-range planning to more
precisely identify future trail system needs and
location along the ridgeline in lieu of uniform
setback.
The 40% open space requirement can impact
residential development feasibility by limiting
area available for development. Consider how
to balance clustering of residences with open
space dedication to more effectively meet South
Hills Study goals.
Also consider relationship to subsection (9),
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Sub

Topic

(12)(d)

South Hills density limits

Audit Comments
and potential opportunity to combine open
space requirements to achieve similar
objectives.
No comments; it appears that recent
developments subject to the South Hills Study
are generally below these density limits owing
to topography and other development
considerations.

There are several tentative PUD criteria in the discretionary track that do not have an
equivalent in the clear and objective criteria:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Traffic Impact Analysis Review required. (EC 9.8320(5)(c).) See discussion of TIA
in Section 7 below.
Protection of public health and safety. (EC 9.8320(6).) Many of the specific items
listed as potential risks including soil erosion, slope failure, stormwater or flood
hazard are addressed through compliance with standards for those topics under the
clear and objective track. Criterion also lists impediment to emergency response as a
potential risk to public safety, and there does not appear to be an equivalent criterion
in the clear and objective track.
Compliance with lot dimensions and density requirements of overlay zone standards,
in contrast to clear and objective criterion limited to compliance with base zones.
(EC 9.8320(10)(a).)
Minimize off-site impacts. (EC 9.8320(11).) The specific impacts (traffic, noise,
stormwater runoff, and environmental quality) are partially addressed in the clear and
objective track through compliance with standards for stormwater, tree preservation
and natural resource protection. Traffic and noise impacts could be adapted into
clear and objective criteria if warranted.
Compatibility with surrounding uses. (EC 9.8320(12).) Though assessing
compatibility can be discretionary, clear and objective criteria could be developed to
assess some discrete elements of compatibility such as building locations, mass and
scale.
Future land division compliance. (EC 9.8320(13).) Although included as a criterion,
the requirement for compliance with state and local surveying requirements for
future land divisions of PUD sites is not one that applicants or staff can demonstrate
compliance with at the time of PUD application, since it applies to future actions. It
may be more appropriately addressed as a statement in the PUD applicability
standards to apply to all PUDs developed under either track.
Consistency with purpose of special area zone. (EC 9.8320(14).) In comparison, the
clear and objective criterion is limited to consistency with lot dimensions and density
requirements of special area zones. (EC 9.8325(7)(a).)
Compliance with site-specific /SR criteria. (EC 9.8320(15).) The site-specific /SR
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criteria are a historical legacy and generally discretionary in nature. Development
standards adopted since 2001 appear to address similar issues as applied to projects
reviewed under the clear and objective track already.
Overall: The cumulative requirements of the clear and objective criteria may limit
development feasibility of many sites under this track, particularly those properties subject to
the South Hills Study subject to additional criteria in subsection (12). The 30-foot buffer,
20% slope grading limitation, 1-acre accessible open space, and South Hills Study criteria for
high elevation development limitation, 300-foot ridgeline setback, 40% common open space
and clustering, and density criteria have the potential for the greatest impacts on
development feasibility. By requiring site area to be reserved for setbacks and open spaces,
the available area for residential development, and the resulting residential units, is
proportionally reduced. Fixed criteria, such as the 30-foot buffer, compared to scaled
criteria such as the 40% open space, merit particular review given the potential for
disproportionately large impacts on smaller sites.
5. Site Review
Where used: In the residential context, site review is primarily triggered by the Site Review
(/SR) overlay zone, applied for sites with greater need to “maintain or improve the
character, integrity, and harmonious development of the area,” or required by a refinement
plan. (EC 9.4400.) In practice this includes some sites that have been developed with
multiple-family residential, but many such sites are not subject to the /SR requirements.
Applicants may elect to obtain approval through the Planned Unit Development process in
lieu of site review. (EC 9.8430.)
Process and Timing: Site review is a Type II review. Applications must be prepared by
one or more professionals, including licensed architects, civil engineers, landscape architects
and/or planners. (EC 9.8435.)
Criteria: EC 9.8445 establishes the clear and objective approval criteria for site review, as
analyzed in the following table.
Sub
(1)

Topic
Needed housing

(2)
(3)(a)
(3)(b)

Multiple Family standards
Tree preservation
Natural resource protection

Audit Comments
State law now requires that all housing have to
option for review under clear and objective
standards, so requirement to demonstrate
project is needed housing is no longer needed.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Protection of natural resources is required, but
consider expanding criterion to include details
that protection includes the area of the resource
itself and a buffer, similar to specificity in the
natural resources criterion for CUPs. (See EC
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(4)
(4)(a)

(4)(b)
(4)(c)
(4)(d)
(4)(e)
(4)(f)
(4)(g)
(4)(h)
(4)(i)
(4)(j)
(4)(k)
(5)

Compliance with standards, or
approved adjustment
Lot dimensions/density for
subject zone
Provide public improvements
Floodplain standards
Geotech
Pedestrian circulation on-site
Public access required
Special setbacks
Underground utilities
Vision clearance
Stormwater
All applicable standards for
features explicitly included
Provide public improvements

9.8100(3)(a).)
No comments.
Compare to requirement to meet lot
dimensions and density for both the subject
zone and overlay zones the discretionary track.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
No comments.
Consider revising the timing specified in this
criterion to construct or bond for required
public improvements. As written,
improvements must be constructed or bonded
for at the time of application and review, when
those improvements are not required or
specified in the conditions of approval until
issuance of the site review decision. Criterion is
also used in the final subdivision plan approval
criteria which suggests it is more appropriate to
a final review. Criterion has no equivalent in
the discretionary track; a revised criterion to
ensure timely completion of required public
improvements after issuance of site review
approval may be of benefit in both tracks.

There are several site review criteria in the discretionary track that do not have an equivalent
in the clear and objective track:
•

Design and character compatibility. (EC 9.8440(1).) Though assessing compatibility
can be discretionary, there are specific elements listed in this criterion (building
locations, bulk and height, noise, glare and odors) that could be reviewed for
applicability in a clear and objective context. In particular, building location, bulk
and height standards could be developed to manage transitions between sites,
particularly along the boundaries of zoning districts, that are not currently addressed
through the multiple-family standards.
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•

•

•

•

•

Provision of safe and adequate transportation systems. (EC 9.8440(3).) Compliance
with standards for streets, alleys and other public ways in EC 9.6800 through 9.6875
and standards for pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation are approval criteria for
many of the other clear and objective tracks; consider adding to the criteria for clear
and objective site review as well.
Protection of public health and safety. (EC 9.8440(4).) Many of the specific items
listed as potential risks including soil erosion, slope failure, stormwater or flood
hazard are addressed through compliance with standards for those topics under the
clear and objective track. Criterion also lists impediment to emergency response as a
potential risk to public safety, and there does not appear to be an equivalent criterion
in the clear and objective track.
Compliance with overlay zone standards. (EC 9.8440(5)(a).) Discretionary standard
requires compliance with overlay zone standards for lot dimensions and density as
well as base zone requirements, whereas clear and objective track does not address
overlay zones.
Consistency with adopted plans. (EC 9.8440(6).) Because plan language is generally
aspirational and general, it is not recommended to require demonstrated consistency
with adopted plans for the clear and objective track.
Complies with site-specific /SR criteria. (EC 9.8440(7).) The site-specific /SR
criteria are a historical legacy and generally discretionary in nature. Development
standards adopted since 2001 appear to address similar issues as applied to projects
reviewed under the clear and objective track already.

Overall: Site review has limited applicability for residential projects, triggered by site-specific
/SR overlay rather than a blanket requirement for certain types of housing. Many multifamily residential projects are by-right development, reviewed for compliance with code
standards such as Multiple Family Standards at the time of building permit review, and are
not required to complete site review. Because the clear and objective site review criteria are
fairly limited in scope compared to the discretionary track, largely relying on compliance with
other code standards, consider what additional benefit site review provides for residential
projects. Consider whether additional criteria could be applied through site review to
provide a more thorough review designed to “maintain or improve the character, integrity
and harmonious development of an area,” beyond straight compliance with code standards,
and/or consider whether to continue to require site review for residential projects. (Site
review purpose statement, EC 9.8425.)
6. Subdivisions
Where used: Subdivisions are required for land division creating four or more lots, often
used to create new lots for development of single-family homes. In many cities, subdivisions
are the clear and objective option for land divisions and development, compared to a
discretionary PUD process.
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Process and Timing: Tentative subdivisions are a Type II review. They require tentative
and final plan approvals in two separate reviews; final review is a Type I review. A
subdivision that also involves a PUD may not be submitted until a decision on the tentative
PUD is final, requiring separate review of tentative PUD and tentative subdivision. (EC
9.8505.) There may be an opportunity for greater efficiency by allowing simultaneous review
of tentative subdivision and tentative PUD because the clear and objective review criteria for
subdivisions and PUDs are reasonably similar and could feasibly be reviewed concurrently.
Criteria: EC 9.8520 establishes the clear and objective approval criteria for subdivisions, as
analyzed in the following table.
Sub
(1)

Topic
Needed housing

(2)

Consistency with adopted plans
for land uses and densities
Compliance with lot
The criterion explicitly requires compliance
dimensions/density of base zones with only lot dimensions and density in the
base zone and not overlay zones, compared to
requirement to meet lot dimensions and density
for both the subject zone and overlay zones in
the discretionary track.
Consider whether compliance with solar lot
standards in EC 9.2790 should be included in
the criterion, given that it explicitly applies to
new subdivisions.
See further analysis in Referenced Standards
section.
33% limitation of lot area with
No concerns about the /WR and /WQ lot
/WR or /WQ overlay zoning
requirements. The 33% threshold appears
reasonable: ensuring 67% of the lot area is
buildable land ensures lots can accommodate
the 50% maximum lot coverage allowed in EC
Table 9.2750 on the buildable portion of the lot
without impacts to the /WR and /WQ areas.
Streets/alleys/public ways
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Provide public
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
facilities/improvements
Floodplain standards
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Geotech
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Pedestrian circulation on‐site
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Public access required
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.

(3)(a)

(3)(a)

(3)(b)
(3)(c)
(3)(d)
(3)(e)
(3)(f)
(3)(g)

Audit Comments
State law requires that all housing have to
option for review under clear and objective
standards, so criterion to demonstrate project is
needed housing is no longer needed.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
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Sub
(3)(h)
(3)(i)
(3)(j)
(3)(k)
(4)

Topic
Special setbacks
Underground utilities
Vision clearance
Stormwater
Does not create nonconformity

(5)

No Grading on ≥ 20%

(6)(a)

Pedestrian/bicycle/transit access

(6)(b)

Street layout (19 lot rule)

(7)(a)
(7)(b)

Tree preservation
Natural resource protection

(8)

Future divisibility of large
remainder lots

(9)

Compliance with development
standards explicitly addressed

Audit Comments
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Greater detail could be provided about which
“applicable standards in this land use code”
should be reviewed to improve usability.
Review nonconforming development standards
beginning at EC 9.1200 and cross-reference if
appropriate.
Same concerns as those noted for this criterion
in the PUD; see Section 4.
No comments. This criterion is generally
limited to circulation requirements within the
project boundaries, with limited off-site
improvement requirements because of
constitutional requirements around takings.
Requirement to “disperse” motor vehicle traffic
onto more than one local public street has been
found by LUBA to be discretionary. Consider
whether street connectivity standards in EC
9.6815 accomplish the same access and
connectivity goals as this criterion, and remove
criterion or modify to address any additional
goals.
See analysis in Referenced Standards section.
Protection of natural resources is required, but
consider expanding criterion to include details
that protection includes the area of the
resource itself and a buffer, similar to
specificity in the natural resources criterion for
CUPs. (See EC 9.8100(3)(a).)
No comments; effectively requires a rough
draft of a future subdivision of the remainder
parcel subject to many of the same standards as
the proposed subdivision.
No comments; notes opportunity to apply for
modifications to development standards in lieu
of compliance, providing project-level
flexibility through established adjustment
review in EC 9.8015.
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Sub
(10)

Topic
Audit Comments
PUD requirements for properties No comments; criterion is consistent with
subject to the South Hills Study
language in the PUD chapter, though it could
be simplified with cross-reference to the PUD
applicability standards in EC 9.8305(1).

There are several discretionary subdivision approval criteria that do not have an equivalent in
the clear and objective criteria:
•
•

•
•

Future best use. (EC 9.8515(2).) Discretionary criterion may not translate well to a
clear and objective standard.
Protect public health & safety. (EC 9.8515(5).) While prevention of “unreasonable
risk” of fire, flood, geological hazards or other public health concerns in subsection
(a) may be discretionary, required compliance with flood standards and geological
standards in the clear and objective criteria partially addresses these issues. (See EC
9.8520(3)(d) and (e).) Requirement for “adequate” transportation and utility systems
in subsection (b) is addressed in clear and objective criteria to comply with street and
public improvement standards. (See EC 9.8520(3)(b) and (c).) Requirement to “not
hamper” provision of public open space in subsection (c) is not specifically
addressed by any of the clear and objective criteria.
Traffic Impact Analysis Review required. (EC 9.8515(11).) See discussion of TIA in
Section 7 below.
Consistency with PUD. (EC 9.8515(12).) There is a considerable overlap between
the subdivision and PUD approval criteria, so PUDs and subdivisions should
generally be consistent by design even without this additional criterion requiring
consistency.

Additionally, compliance with solar lot standards in EC 9.2790 is not explicitly required in
either the discretionary or clear and objective track for subdivisions; the solar lot standards
themselves, however, explicitly apply to subdivisions. Consider adding requirement to
comply with solar lot standards to clear and objective criterion in subsection (3)(a) regarding
lot dimensions and density requirements.
Overall: There are limited concerns noted for the subdivision criteria, and they largely
overlap with concerns noted for the PUD, e.g. 20% slope grading limitation and street layout
for more than 19 lots. The significant overlap between approval criteria for subdivisions and
PUDs should simplify subdivision review, whether completed following tentative PUD
review as is currently required or concurrently with PUD review as could be considered,
since projects that have met the PUD standards in large part already meet the subdivision
standards.
7. Referenced Standards
There are development standards referenced in the clear and objective approval criteria that
apply to some or all of the five review types. These were reviewed with a lesser degree of
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scrutiny, but specific concerns identified through analysis and public comments are
addressed below.
•

•

•

•
•

•

Land use designation(s) in the Comprehensive Plan and any applicable refinement
plan for land uses and densities
- No comments. There is a full list of adopted plans in EC 9.8010; the South
Hills Study is cited frequently in connection with PUD requirements.
- Note that review is limited to consistency with land use and densities in subject
plans for projects under the clear and objective track, while projects under the
discretionary review track must show consistency with all policies.
Base zone standards for lot dimensions and density requirements. EC 9.2000
through 9.3980
- Development density responds to site-specific conditions and varies widely on
R-1 sites from 2 units per acre up to the maximum 14 units per acre net density
permitted.
- Generally the clear and objective criteria do not require compliance with the
overlay zones under EC 9.4000 through 9.4980, whereas most of the
discretionary criteria require compliance with both base zones and overlay
zones.
Solar standards. EC 9.2780 through 9.2795
- Solar lot standards in EC 9.2790 explicitly apply to creation of lots in
subdivisions of land zoned R-1 or R-2, and include exceptions and exemptions
to the requirements. Require compliance with these standards only for
tentative subdivision, based on the applicability standards in this section,
because standards relate to creation of lots which is not accomplished through
CUP, PUD or site review. Compliance with standards for partitions is
explicitly not required under these standards, and does not need to be required
as an approval criterion for partitions.
- Solar setback standards in EC 9.2795 apply to one and two-family residential
structures on R-1 and R-2 lots greater than 4,000 SF, and are applied at the
time structures are proposed. These standards generally cannot be applied
until individual buildings are proposed, and may not be triggered at land use
review. Compliance with these standards is not recommended as an explicit
approval criterion for any of the land use reviews.
Multiple-Family Standards. EC 9.5500
- No comments.
Public Improvement Standards. EC 9.6500 through 9.6505
- No comments; these standards reference engineering standards elsewhere in
the code.
Flood Plains and Flood Hazard Areas Standards. EC 9.6706 through 9.6709
- No comments. These standards implement the City’s eligibility in the National
Flood Insurance Program and are derived from standards codified in the Code
of Federal Regulations.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Geological and Geotechnical Analysis. EC 9.6710(6)
- Standards for geological review for projects developed under clear and
objective criteria are “one-size-fits all,” requiring certification from a licensed
engineer that the development activity either will not be impacted by geological
instability problems, or that design methods may be used to safely address any
such impacts. In contrast, review standards for discretionary projects include
three levels of review with increasing complexity depending on potential for
impacts. Consider the level of detail needed for geological review with each of
the five review types, whether multiple levels of review could be developed as
review options for clear and objective projects, and applied based on the level
of detail needed at the time of land use review compared with that needed with
building permit when final structures are fully designed.
Pedestrian Circulation On-Site. EC 9.6730
- No comments.
Public Access Required. EC 9.6735
- No comments.
Special Setback Standards. EC 9.6750
- No comments
Underground Utilities. EC 9.6775
- No comments.
Vision Clearance Areas. EC 9.6780
- No concerns noted.
Stormwater standards. EC 9.6791 through 9.6797
- No concerns noted.
Standards for Streets, Alleys and Other Public Ways. EC 9.6800 through 9.6875
- Consider options to allow modification to numerical standards in these
standards. Projects currently can vary stated maximums for block length, street
connectivity, and cul-de-sac/emergency vehicle turnarounds where physical
conditions, such as topography or natural resources, or existing physical
development “precludes” compliance with the standard. (EC 9.6810,
9.6815(2)(g), and 9.6820 respectively.) Consider additional standards to bolster
“preclude” language, and/or consider requiring modifications to these
standards to be reviewed through adjustment review beginning at 9.8015.
- Housing projects reviewed under clear and objective tracks are exempt from
EC 9.6845, Special Safety Requirements, so the reference to the chapter should
be removed from the approval criteria list of applicable standards.
Tree Preservation and Removal Standards. EC 9.6880 through 9.6885
- Written report required from a certified arborist or licensed arborist, which
must only show that “consideration has been given to preservation,”
prioritizing significant trees (defined term). (EC 9.6885(2)(a).) Consider
additional standards to bolster requirement to show “consideration” more
effectively, such as by including specific preservation requirements particularly
for the types of significant trees identified in the standard. Standards for those
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•

priority tree categories could be developed to better support tree protection or
other equivalent measures to support tree canopy development.
Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) Review. EC 9.8650 through 9.8680
- Compliance with TIA review is explicitly required as an approval criterion
under the discretionary tracks for CUP, PUDs and subdivisions, but not for
projects under the clear and objective tracks. Separate TIA review can also be
triggered by projects meeting the TIA applicability standards, including
generating over 100 peak hour vehicle trips. (EC 9.8670.) Consider clarifying
whether projects developed under the clear and objective tracks that meet the
existing TIA applicability standards do or do not require TIA review.
- If TIA review is not required for any projects under the clear and objective
tracks, consider developing additional clear and objective approval criteria in
lieu of compliance with existing criteria in EC 9.8680 to ensure review of
potential traffic impacts. Standards could either be located within the TIA
chapter or within the individual land use review chapters.
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Appendix B
City of Eugene
Clear and Objective Housing Approval Criteria Update
Stakeholder Focus Groups Summary
August 2, 2018
Prepared by Elizabeth Decker, JET Planning
Prepared for City of Eugene Planning Division
Introduction
The City hosted a series of stakeholder focus groups on June 11-12 to gather initial observations
about residential development generally and the clear and objective approval criteria for housing
specifically. The focus groups were part of the public involvement plan, intended to inform the land
use code audit task of the Clear & Objective Housing Approval Criteria Update project. Over 50
stakeholders were invited, and 24 attended one of five focus group discussions. Stakeholders were
identified within the development professionals community, including land use planners, engineers,
developers, builders and attorneys; the housing advocate community, including service providers,
nonprofit housing developers, and advocacy groups; and leaders of neighborhood associations. An
additional discussion was conducted with City of Eugene staff involved in development review
including planning, building and engineering staff.
Discussions included a short overview of clear and objective housing requirements and recent
history, with the majority of discussion focused on opportunities and concerns around existing
approval criteria and development standards, review processes, overarching development impacts,
and desired opportunities for future development. Discussions were led by the City’s project
consultant, Elizabeth Decker of JET Planning. Discussions addressed housing issues generally, both
directly and indirectly related to the clear and objective approval criteria for housing, and are
generally reflected here to capture the breadth of discussions. Comments included here were
distilled by the consultant and reported in the aggregate across all focus groups, without attribution
to any specific individuals or groups, to capture the breadth of the discussion. Comments here are
not weighted; comments voiced by multiple stakeholders were not given additional weight or
repeated compared to comments shared by a single stakeholder, instead each comment is included
here once.
Comments have been revised to use consistent terminology to describe the City’s existing code
structure. The two residential review tracks in the Eugene Code include the “Needed Housing”
track with clear and objective criteria in compliance with state requirements in ORS 197.307, and the
“General” track which includes more discretionary review criteria and allows for more design
flexibility to meet those criteria. These two tracks are referred to here as the “clear and objective
track” and the “discretionary track.”
‘Needed Housing’ Interpretations


Various interpretations of ‘needed housing’ by different groups



Desire for a local definition of ‘needed housing’ that relates to Eugene’s specific needs to
replace current code reference to state defintion
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Differing interpretations of state law, and whether it requires clear and objective criteria for
all residential projects or all needed housing (however defined)



Desire to change the code titles from ‘needed housing track’ to ‘clear and objective track’ for
greater clarity



Belief that review under clear and objective criteria is a ‘fast track’ to approvals



Desire to allow as many residential projects as possible to use the clear and objective track,
other desire to limit which projects can use the clear and objective track



Desire to use code to facilitate as much housing as possible

Two-track Review System and Relationship Between Criteria in Each Track


Opinion that clear and objective criteria’s relationship to discretionary criteria is not always
clear



Observation that current approval criteria arose out of 2001 HBA Appeal to the Oregon
Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) and may have been written in reaction and possibly not
actively designed to maximize project quality and efficient review



Need to compare approval criteria in discretionary and clear and objective tracks for each
review type to determine whether issues are equivalently addressed



Uncertainty about whether applications have to pick one track or the other, or whether
projects can pick to meet some clear and objective criteria and some discretionary criteria



Question about how to seek an adjustment from a criteria or standard under either track,
whether requesting an adjustment should automatically put a project into a discretionary
track

Multi-family Projects


Observation that project review was working relatively well through site review



Observation that many multifamily projects are by-right development, building permit only,
which includes review to meet multifamily standards



Recommendation to review multifamily standards themselves, look for more discretionary
words like ‘compatible’ or ‘appropriate’ or ‘practicable,’ but generally thought to be clear and
objective, with mutual agreement about how to apply to proposed projects



Concern there may be discretion involved to interpret development standards relating to:
o Cul-de-sac parking courts, dead ends
o Requirement for building presence along the street frontage
o Front door/entrance oriented to the street
o Building articulation



Comments about open space requirements, consideration of how new development can be
livable by including adequate open space, but also concern that open space requirements are
too high
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Concerns about compatibility of new development and surrounding development, as
approved through site review, specifically that new development does not match character or
massing of existing neighborhood



Comments about needing transitions between sites with different uses or zones, whether
screening or height stepbacks or other, that are not currently addressed through multifamily
standards



Recommendation to add cross-reference in the clear and objective track for site review to
street standards for connectivity because it is currently missing



Support for more detailed review of project design as part of site review, rather than by-right
development, to ensure character and design of new projects is compatible with existing
neighborhoods



Question about whether ‘needed housing’ multi-family projects automatically trigger site
review, whether it is necessary since clear and objective site review criteria just require
compliance with the multi-family standards
o Observation that site review is normally triggered by /SR overlay
o Desire to limit site review and feeling that it has been applied too widely, desire to
apply to as few projects as possible



Recommendation to review when PUD is required for multifamily projects, relatively rare,
but a few sites are subject to/ PD overlay zone, uncertainty about why or when it should be
required, and to consider removing PUD review if and when it applies to multifamily
projects



Observation that some student housing projects are approved as multi-family housing as byright development, and projects can generate neighborhood objections

Conditional Use Permits


Observation that clear and objective track is generally limited to assisted living facilities,
which are the only housing type that requires a conditional use permit

Partitions


Observation that the discretionary track is more commonly used compared to the clear and
objective track, perhaps out of habit, and also because there are few perceived problems with
the discretionary track



Observation that the discretionary track does not require compliance with EC 9.6880-9.6885
Tree Preservation and Removal Standards, whereas it is required for the clear and objective
track



Observation that most projects tend to get approved and are less controversial



Question about rationale and need for criteria for 13,500-SF minimum lot to partition into a
flag lot, and greater setbacks for those flag
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Subdivisions


Less discussion about subdivisions generally compared to the PUD review requirements,
perhaps because many of the main issues are resolved through PUD review before tentative
subdivision is filed



Concern whether subdivision could be used on its own, or if PUD was required



Observation that most recent land division projects, through subdivision or PUD, tend to be
30 lots or fewer, many in the 6-20 lot range because of available land and infrastructure
availability

Planned Unit Developments (PUDs)


PUDs seem to be the biggest concern for all groups, with little certainty for developers
about how to move a project forward and demonstrate that it meets criteria, and concerns
by neighbors that projects are creating disproportionate impacts with little effective review



Applicability of PUD is a concern, when it is required:
o PUDs required in South Hills Study area, stemming from 1974 South Hills Study
requirement for PUD review in the study area, tied to elevation and slopes
o PUDs also required within /PD overlay zone, little discussion about changing the
map or extent of the overlay with this project
o PUDs can also be required based on use (for instance, multi-family housing in the R1 Low Density Residential zone requires PUD approval)



Concern that PUD requirement in South Hills Study area is a barrier to development
o Concerns that the South Hills Study is difficult to meet because it is not clear and
objective, no other refinement plans are cross-referenced in clear and objective
approval criteria
o Question about whether compliance with South Hills Study can be required through
clear and objective review since it is so discretionary and aspirational



Question of whether a clear and objective PUD is even possible, or if the clear and objective
option should be something more similar to subdivision review



Observation that generally PUDs are meant to provide some flexibility and benefits in
exchange for greater amenities like open space and buffering, but concerns whether that
balance is working
o Concerns that the discretionary PUD review track does not offer enough flexibility
to offset design requirements
o Concerns that PUDs are too flexible with the option for ‘proposed noncompliance’
under both discretionary and clear and objective tracks, which permit adjustments to
development standards through the PUD rather than a separate adjustment review
application
o Concerns that ‘proposed noncompliance’ is used too widely, without clear direction
for staff on how to review, and whether it can be integrated into a clear and objective
review process



Concerns that the clear and objective track for PUDs is practically or wholly unworkable
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o Concern that no grading on slopes over 20% is not workable because grading isn’t
defined, slope calculations are strict, and portion of site over 20% slope is not
quantified; some recommended a maximum of 25% or 30% to match assumptions in
Eugene’s Buildable Lands Inventory
o Concern that 300-ft ridgeline setback is difficult to meet because ridgeline is not
defined, not mapped
o Concern that 30-ft perimeter buffer is problematic because it is not scaled to the
project size and can make smaller site unbuildable once removed; smaller sites
generally have to use the discretionary track because of this
o Questions about whether the 30-ft perimeter buffer is necessary as a transition
because the transition is between housing and housing, some felt that meeting the
setbacks for the zone should be enough of a transition between single-family homes
rather than a 30-ft setback that could isolate or amplify the distinction between new
and existing development
o Concern that the 19-lot rule is not clear and objective based on recent Oregon Land
Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) case, requirement to “disperse” trips is confusing,
and some felt that street connectivity standards elsewhere in code are sufficient
o Concern that 40% open space requirement for PUDs in South Hills Study area is
unworkable because it is such a large amount of the site; suggestion to consider a
possible trade-off of open space required in proportion to how much lot size
reduction is requested in lieu of the straight 40% requirement
o For the South Hills Study area, concern that requirement for 1 acre of open space
within ¼ mile is restrictive because it either limits development to areas near parks or
requires dedication of an acre of land within the site
o Recommendation to add review standards for tree study, more than the current
language that requires applicants simply to “consider” tree preservation but some
standards requiring some preservation or replacement of trees
o Recommendation to add some review standards for geotech studies for the city to
determine whether the project site is buildable or not, with recommendation to
consider the timing of geotech study and level of detail so that more general
information can be used to inform land use review and more site-specific
information can wait until building permitting


Concerns that multiple rounds of review create unnecessary cost and delay, specifically the
current requirement for tentative PUD, followed by final PUD and tentative subdivision,
then final subdivision (three steps). Recommendation to combine tentative PUD and
tentative subdivision for single review process since they must meet similar criteria (two
steps)



Question about whether neighborhood meetings for tentative PUD and tentative
subdivision could be combined

Project Design and Compatibility Issues


Discussion about project design and compatibility issues and what qualities are necessary for
new development to integrate with existing development
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Opinion that base zone setbacks should be enough in many circumstances to minimize
impacts along the perimeter between neighboring properties within the same zone, but that
more tools may be needed for transitions between zones
o Recommendation to use height stepbacks, some vegetative buffering, to manage
height and scale around the perimeter
o Concern that walls or fences could increase divide between developments
o Concern that large buffer can be isolating rather than increasing integration

Infrastructure Related


Stormwater: Concerns about off-site impacts, some felt that stormwater reports and design
were adequate to mitigate
o Desire for more treatment options beyond rain gardens, consider mechanical
treatment, front yards, and discharge to the Willamette



Utilities: Little concern about adequacy of water and sewer service for new development,
opinions that it is relatively easy to determine whether or not there is capacity to serve new
development, not too discretionary



Streets and connectivity:
o Concerns that new streets are too narrow, but often they meet city standards. Fire
department may be pushing for wider street standards in the future.
o Some desire for limited use of cul-de-sacs rather than current loop requirement to
provide more street layout options on constrained sites



Traffic: Concerns about impacts, and concern that current review tools are not clear
o Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) is currently a separate review requirement, triggered by
100 trips or more
o Concern that what constitutes a traffic “impact” under the TIA review could be
discretionary
o Recommendation to require a traffic study, but not separate TIA application, for all
projects over 100 daily trips, not just PUDs
o Concern about cumulative impacts of traffic from multiple projects, questions about
how holistic the review is, how broadly traffic impacts are considered, the scope of
the review, and need to include bike and pedestrian impacts
o Observation that connectivity standards have to be met for new development, which
could effectively replace the intention of the “19 lot” rule
o Concern about interpreting some provisions of the connectivity standards, such as
whether existing conditions “preclude” extension of streets
o Opinion that connectivity and secondary access standards better meet the intent than
the old 19-lot rule
o Desire to see no gated communities or dead ends



Concern about emergency access, specifically that it is not adequately addressed in PUD
review
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Bike/ped connectivity: Generally interpreted to require connectivity within the site, desire to
see off-site connections

Site Improvements


Off-street parking: Concern about limiting cumulative impacts of on-street parking, if offstreet parking is reduced or not evaluated
o Concern that projections of decreasing car ownership are not happening, need to
plan for more parking needs



Open space: Some onsite, green open space desired for new residential projects
o Concern about keeping open spaces safe, how to provide for ongoing oversight,
lighting, sense of safety



Landscaping: Observation that trees and landscaping can help manage transitions and
smooth many building differences

Tree Preservation


Desire to preserve trees, including individual trees on development sites, other concerns
about how to preserve trees generally within the City but recognizing need to remove
selected trees on development sites



Concerns about when an arborist report is needed and how it is interpreted, whether it is
discretionary, what it means to demonstrate that trees were “considered” in the development
plans as required under the review standards



Concern that the critical root zone is too extensive, twice as large as other cities, makes it too
hard to preserve trees even if desired



Desire for multiple ways to meet tree preservation standards, whether preserving on site,
mitigating off site, or paying fee in lieu



Desire to consider urban forest more holistically, including private trees, trees in right-of-way
and public trees



Desire to preserve larger stands of trees on larger sites rather than individual trees on infill
sites, compare their relative value



Desire to prioritize big canopy trees, legacy landscaping, so that development is designed
around trees and not the other way around



Desire to promote sturdy, resilient, native tree species



Recommendation to use street trees as a unifying neighborhood feature



Recommendation to consider sizing street tree canopy to match setbacks



Observation that trees can be replanted, so perhaps less important to retain existing trees
and could be more flexible to mitigate

Building Design


Interest in compatibility of future homes and existing development
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o Idea that some form-based elements could help
o Idea to match development patterns of the neighborhood rather than new
development that looks “photoshopped in”
o Idea that if development fits the R-1 standards, then it should by definition be
considered compatible, and does not necessarily have to respond to development in
the immediate vicinity
o Idea that some limits on massing, articulation and materials could be appropriate,
setbacks could be tied to building height
o Currently no requirement to share building designs for PUDs/subdivisions during
review, is done at building permit phase and have to meet R-1 dimensional standards
General Observations on Housing Development Process and Development Standards


Concerns that the public review process is difficult and time-consuming with little certainty
about reaching a decision, can take years and years and many appeals



Concerns that neighborhood groups’ main tactic is delay, outlasting developers to prevent
any development



Concern that neighborhood groups need more education and support to counterbalance
developer influence



Concerns about distrust in the review process at this point, neighbors less engaged and don’t
understand the process



Perception that a public process derails a project, and should be avoided at all costs, to avoid
being bogged down in controversy, confusion and fear



Desire to see a clear, by-right option for all projects, with an optional discretionary, flexible
track



Some questions about the public notice procedures for new development:
o Is it sent to neighborhood association representatives, or could it be?
o Why a 500-ft notification radius, and could it be adjusted more broadly; sometimes
doesn’t include all residents of a particular community
o Some concern that the language on the notice postcards doesn’t make sense



Concern that neighborhood meetings may not serve clear purpose in addition to the
mandated public process, that they come relatively late in the design process so they are
more about providing information but give the neighbors an inaccurate idea that it is a
design charrette



Concern that appeals and delay have reduced available housing in the city, more homes
could have been built to help house increasing population



Concern that City is not adequately reviewing full impacts of development



Concerns about City capacity and expertise to review expert studies, such as traffic,
stormwater and geotech, and whether the City relies too heavily on materials and opinions
from the applicant
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Concerns about how City and Planning Commission can best use and review expert reports
in a clear and objective manner



Discussion about the timing of expert reports in the review process and the level of detail
available at different points in the process
o Wetlands may be needed upfront
o Some geotech may be needed upfront, but detailed report may be more appropriate
at time of building permit



Concerns about how to evaluate the strength and applicability of materials submitted, who
can be considered an expert and what should be considered as evidence



Desire to rely upon existing system-level infrastructure planning during the review process
that has already been completed to support future development, like transportation, parks,
water and sewer



Observation that most of the “easy” sites have been developed, and what’s left is challenging
to develop both because of site characteristics and City review requirements



Concern that limitation of 33% of a building lot can be constrained water resources lands is
too limiting



Concern that maximum lot sizes are pushing people out to acreage in the country and there
should be an option to develop high-end homes on ½-acre lots



Concerns about planned development and its impacts to neighborhoods, too many units or
not sensitive to neighborhood context



General observation that R-1 base zone allows a pretty diverse pattern of development,
density, creating variety and potential compatibility issues within R-1
o Desire to see density calculated based on development capacity, differentiated for
different areas
o Desire for density to be the same throughout the city, and let it be self-regulating
based on development capacity of a given site



Desire to review lot frontage requirements for single-family homes, that the 50-foot standard
indirectly limits density and requires a PUD to modify



Discussion about what compatibility fundamentally means: what does it mean for
development to be compatible with a neighborhood? Is anything allowed by R-1 inherently
compatible in an R-1 zone, or does it need to relate to pattern of existing development?



Desire for new development to demonstrate how it enhances an existing neighborhood and
adds to the city



Question about what options exist for cottage housing and cluster subdivisions, generally
desire for future development of clear and objective criteria for these and other missing
middle housing options as they are introduced in the city



Concern that no clear and objective track exists for Willamette Greenway permit



General observation that flood hazard, natural hazard requirements were being met with
reviews, were not mentioned as significant impediments to development
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Opinion that future development, annexation and infrastructure to serve River Road area
will be a challenge, but planned for and will be needed. Desire to add approval criteria to
address urban/rural interface in these areas

Project Process


Concern that project is moving too fast



Questions about which stakeholders were included and if the net has been cast broadly
enough



Concern that project needs to move forward quickly and stick to approved timeline to help
facilitate housing development

General Observations


Concern about lack of affordable housing options, and desire to create a range of housing at
different price points



Support for City leadership to implement code revisions to support more housing that will
apply to all future projects, to limit conflict over individual development projects



Concern that expanding housing and maintaining neighborhood livability should not be
presented as opposing goals



Range of concerns and observations around the Capital Hill project:
o Project is upsizing utilities to serve the neighborhood in addition to the project itself
o Concern that the accumulation of clear and objective requirements would have made
the site unbuildable, forcing it through the discretionary PUD review track
o Concerns about emergency access
o Concerns around channeling stormwater onto the Ribbon Trail
o Concerns about geologic hazards, information available
o Concerns around whether there is a clear and objective way to develop the site
o Concerns around what reasonable development expectations should be for the site,
size could range from handful of units to 60+, currently proposed ~30



Example of Oaks at 14th transitional housing project: lengthy approval process complicated
by PUD overlay and review by circuit court, other appeals before eventually affirmed



Example about two-story apartment building built adjacent to existing single-family
Craftsman, some felt it was incongruous



Concern about missed opportunity for upper-story residential use on top of the new Whole
Foods



Desire to see commercial/retail development be required to include a residential component,
or pay a fee for affordable housing



Interest in incentives for higher density residential development, mixed-use development



Desire to see more variety of homes in new developments, possibly requirement for PUDs
to incorporate a mix of housing types or price levels
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Desire for missing middle housing to transition between zones, like R-1 to R-4; use transect
development



Recognition that one size doesn’t fit all for standards



Opinion that some existing neighborhoods may need to be retrofitted to provide services,
20-minute destinations



Opinion that some development is affected by neighborhood perceptions of what kind of
people would live in “affordable” projects, may incite opposition



Concern that there is prejudice against renters and rental housing projects



Concern about how solar setbacks are met in development, also need to consider how trees
in setbacks may block solar access
o Question about why solar setbacks only apply on larger lots over 7,000 SF
o Observation that solar standards for subdivisions can impact street layout



Concern that street tree planting requirements that require a bond for work in the right-ofway and high insurance coverage are making it difficult and expensive to plant street trees



Concern that natural features are sometimes mapped incorrectly, and a site-specific, easy
map correction process is needed



Concern that there are conflicts in the code, which currently require applicants to apply for
adjustments to resolve the conflicts when the City should take responsibility to fix



Concern that appeal fees are too low, question why they are lower for neighbors



Desire to see SDCs scaled to match size of development, possibly by square foot, not onesize-fits-all for all new homes



Concern that cumulative impacts of infill development is stressing the core areas of city,
stressing old, inadequate systems



Desire to relieve pressure on urban area by developing larger lots on the City’s perimeter to
share the load and balance housing capacity



Concern that the Buildable Lands Inventory and planning assumptions were unrealistic, and
include “phantom inventory” of land that cannot actually be developed, meaning capacity is
too low to support actual need for housing development



Desire to spread out density, consider different standards by zone/neighborhood



Recommendation to think of neighborhood leaders as local experts and resources, to
develop standards that reflect neighborhood-level diversity



Desire for more informal interface between City planners and neighbors outside of
individual cases, like coffee or happy hour events



Endorsement of the use of Special Area zones, because each has been negotiated, are more
specific to the area and less contentious to apply, despite higher upfront costs
o Jefferson/Westside example, some felt it successful and some did not
o South Willamette example, concerns about why it failed to get adopted by Council
o Perception that Whiteaker was successful, Walnut Station working okay
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Concern about the 2014 code changes to limit development in three neighborhoods around
the University, concern that they are protectionism and should be revisited



Questions about applicability of CC&Rs, and how they may limit application of City’s clear
and objective criteria for housing
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Appendix C
City of Eugene
Clear and Objective Housing Approval Criteria Update
Summary of Email Comments Received
August 2, 2018
Prepared by Elizabeth Decker, JET Planning
Prepared for City of Eugene Planning Division
Introduction
The City received 25 emails from stakeholders from June 11 through July 3, 2018 as follow-ups to
focus groups conducted for the Clear & Objective Housing Approval Criteria Update project.
Comments addressed housing issues generally, both directly and indirectly related to the clear and
objective approval criteria for needed housing. Comments included here were distilled by the
consultant and reported in the aggregate, without attribution to any specific individuals or groups.
Comments here are not weighted; comments voiced by multiple stakeholders were not given
additional weight or repeated compared to comments shared by a single stakeholder, instead each
comment is included here once.
Comments have been revised to use consistent terminology to describe the City’s existing code
structure. The two residential review tracks in the Eugene Code include the “Needed Housing”
track with clear and objective criteria in compliance with state requirements in ORS 197.307, and the
“General” track which includes more discretionary review criteria and allows for more design
flexibility to meet those criteria. These two tracks are referred to here as the “clear and objective
track” and the “discretionary track.”
‘Needed Housing’ Interpretations


Disagreement whether all housing is needed housing under city and state law, and position
that needed housing should only include specific categories where Eugene has shown a
housing need



Disagreement whether housing is too expensive, and whether all housing is needed in order
to drive prices down

Two-track Review System and Relationship Between Criteria in Each Track


Questions about whether clear and objective criteria are needed for all five of the studied
land use reviews, or whether more discretionary processes like PUDs and CUPs may not
need clear and objective criteria



Questions about how residential-specific approval criteria for these reviews apply to projects
that do not include a residential component, since many of these reviews are used for nonresidential projects as well



Recommendation to compare discretionary and clear and objective criteria for each of the
five land use reviews, to develop parallel review tracks that are identical or as consistent as
possible
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Recommendation to review all criteria for a given topic, such as pedestrian connectivity and
safety, across all review types and both tracks, for greater consistency and to reduce
duplication



Recommendation to consider developing a single set of centrally located approval criteria,
and cross-referencing for individual land use reviews rather than duplicating the criteria in
the different review chapters as is currently set up, to avoid minor variation and
inconsistency between chapters



Recommendation to understand the difference between criteria that require conformance
versus those that require exaction, assertion that criteria can require certain features such as
safe emergency access exist (conformance) but cannot require that a developer pay for such
features (exaction)



Recommendation to develop clear and objective review tracks for cluster housing and
Willamette Greenway permits
o Concern that if Willamette Greenway standards cannot be applied because they are
not clear and objective, that it will have a negative environmental impact
o Concern that criteria for Willamette Greenway permits are discretionary, and
applicants do not have a clear and objective review option as required by state law
o Concern that charging a fee for Willamette Greenway permits for residential
development when no standards may be applied, due to lack of clear and objective
standards, may constitute an unreasonable cost and delay

Planned Unit Developments (PUDs)


Examples provided where application of clear and objective criteria would have significantly
reduced or eliminated residential development feasibility for a site, specifically criteria
requiring a 30-foot perimeter buffer, prohibiting grading on slopes at or greater than 20%,
and prohibiting development above 900 foot elevation. Some concern that the cumulative
effect of these regulations forces applicants to use the discretionary track in violation of state
law requiring clear and objective review option



Desire for consistency between approval criteria for PUDs and subdivisions



Desire for consistency between clear and objective and discretionary criteria for:
o Natural resource and tree protection, particularly above 900 feet
o Prohibition on grading on slopes over 20%
o Provisions for connectivity including two access roads
o Provisions not to impede emergency vehicle access both on site and within ½ mile
o Provisions to minimize off-site impacts to all vehicular and non-motorized traffic
both on site and within ½ mile
o Requirement for geological and geotechnical analyses with tentative PUD



Concern that the 40% open space requirement for PUDs in the South Hills Study area
required under the clear and objective approval criteria has no equivalent in the discretionary
criteria, and puts a significant amount of land off-limits to development in contradiction to
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state requirements for all land developable under discretionary criteria to also be developable
under clear and objective criteria


Concern that the requirement for PUDs to be within ¼ mile of “accessible recreation area
or open space” under the clear and objective approval criteria has no equivalent in the
discretionary criteria, and can preclude development of a site under clear and objective
criteria if such a facility is not located nearby. Concern that the alternative option to provide
one acre of open space on site causes large sites to lose an acre that could have been
developed for housing, and may entirely prevent development of smaller sites under the
clear and objective track.



Concern that criteria around “significant risk” and “minimal off-site impacts” in the
discretionary review track have not been adequately defined and applied to development to
minimize impacts to pedestrians, bicyclists and other non-motorized road users



Concern that final PUD approval criteria do not include requirement to complete or bond
for public improvements required for the PUD, as is included in the approval criteria for
CUPs and final subdivisions



Concern that final PUDs are being approved with conditions of approval to complete public
infrastructure requirements prior to final occupancy, rather than strictly applying the criteria
to complete or bond for the improvements at the time of final PUD review



Question about whether a clear and objective track is needed or appropriate for PUDs
because of their inherently discretionary nature



Concern about requirements to complete tentative PUD, final PUD, tentative subdivision,
and final subdivision, each with its own filing fee and 120-day review clock, and option only
to combine the tentative subdivision and final PUD review. Some concern that three
separate review phases, plus time in between phases to prepare application materials, creates
“unreasonable cost and delay” under state laws for clear and objective standards for needed
housing. Recommendation to move to two review phases, tentative PUD and subdivision,
followed by final PUD and subdivision.



Observation that approval criteria for PUDs and subdivision overlap in many aspects, and
there may be opportunities to consolidate review

Specific Development Issues and Potential Impacts


Perimeter:
o Concern that 30-foot perimeter buffer requirement in the clear and objective PUD
criteria, required for land in South Hills Study area subject to PUD provisions, puts a
portion of every site off-limits for development under the clear and objective track,
or forces sites to develop under discretionary track
o Concern that 30-foot buffer limits density that can be developed on smaller sites
o Concern that 30-foot buffer is interpreted with discretion by the City, sometime
interpreted not to apply adjacent to streets, sometimes interpreted to prohibit fences
at the outside edge of the buffer, and sometimes interpreted to allow
undergrounding of utilities



Slopes and high elevations:
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o Concern that land over 900 feet elevation is prohibited from fully developing under
clear and objective criteria, and that such parcels cannot be divided at all under the
clear and objective criteria
o Concern that prohibiting grading on slopes that meet or exceed 20% as an approval
criteria for clear and objective PUD and subdivision review is ambiguous because the
code does not define grading
o Concern that prohibition on grading for slopes that meet or exceed 20% can
preclude development of a site under the clear and objective track for PUDs and
subdivisions, or significantly limit the site area that can be developed, in cases where
grading would be required to gain access to the site (preventing development of any
of the site under clear and objective criteria), on those portions of the site with steep
slopes (preventing development of a portion of the site), and on those portions of
the site that cannot be reached without grading steep slopes to access them
(preventing development of a portion of the site)
o Concern that 20% slope threshold is too low, given that the city BLI includes land
up to 30% slopes as buildable


Utilities and public improvements:
o Concern that requirements to complete infrastructure are not uniformly required in
the approval criteria for all land use reviews, and is only required for CUPs, site
review, final partitions, and final subdivisions
o Concern that requirements for privately engineered public improvements (PEPIs)
can be waived to sidestep requirements for public improvements, concern that
requirements applied through a public review process should only be modified
through a similar public review process rather than an administrative engineering
review



Streets and connectivity:
o Concern that a single, dead-end street is not adequate access for a new development,
and concern that previous developments have been approved with such inadequate
access because of contention that developer could not be required to improve the
access road offsite



Traffic :
o Desire to prioritize review of traffic impacts as a necessary review component to
ensure community safety, and concern about potential lack of review of traffic
impacts under clear and objective reviews
o Concern that recent Hearing Official’s contention that Traffic Impact Analyses
(TIAs) were not clear and objective should not be represented as a final prohibition
on applying TIAs to projects developed under clear and objective criteria
o Concern that TIA approval criteria are discretionary, including the triggers for a TIA,
whether remedies are required in conjunction with development, and what those
remedies must be
o Concern that TIAs are not an explicit approval criteria for any of the land use
reviews under the clear and objective tracks
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o Concern that scope of TIAs should be expanded to include evaluation of emergency
access and response, evaluation of bicycle and pedestrian safety, evaluation of a
broader study area, impacts to existing development, and consideration of full
project build-out potential, and should be required for all projects developed under a
clear and objective track
o Opinion that traffic impacts are a major community safety issue


Emergency access:
o Concern that approval criteria in the discretionary track do not fully define or apply
language around “significant risk to public health and safety” and “impediment to
emergency response”
o Desire that emergency access be considered not just for the proposed development,
but that impacts to emergency access for surrounding development also be reviewed
o Desire to address multiple aspects of emergency access, including provisions for fire
and medical services, provisions to enter and exit the site, provisions to operate on
site, and provisions to protect emergency access and services for off-site properties
as well
o Concern that Oregon Fire Code standards for “Fire Apparatus Access Roads” have
not been appropriately applied to recent residential developments



Bike/ped connectivity:
o Desire for greater pedestrian protection applied more broadly to all non-motorized
road users, particularly for wheelchair users, children, seniors, and persons with
vision or hearing impairments
o Desire for greater clarity about what kinds of offsite improvements to benefit both
future residents of a development and the surround neighborhood residents



Off-street parking:
o Concern about needing to evaluate impacts to on-street parking



Open space:
o Desire to preserve open space and trails as important resources



Ridgeline:
o Concern that land within 300 feet of the ridgeline, interpreted to be the UGB,
cannot be developed under clear and objective criteria, which sometimes
encompasses an entire site and forces development under the discretionary track



Trees:
o
o
o
o

Preference to protect trees even on private property, particularly large or unique trees
Opinion that significant tree inventory is needed
Preference for vegetation protection
Concern that the city applies discretionary tree preservation standards in Chapter 6
to needed housing projects reviewed under clear and objective criteria, and that those
standards are unacknowledged land use regulations
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General Observations on Housing Development Process and Development Standards


Desire to see “compatibility” defined to include diverse infill development



Preference to prioritize community livability over development feasibility



Preference that criteria should include some restriction and requirement to balance market
forces in favor of development, in order to preserve livability



Preference to protect against threats to public safety, the environment and neighborhood
livability



Preference to develop comprehensive criteria through a thorough process, rather than
creating loopholes for special interests, or being subject to successive LUBA appeals that
invalidate portions of the criteria



Recommendation to include approval criteria that all application requirements be met for
each of the review types



Observation that Planning Commission does not have an option to evaluate whether criteria
for applications before them do or do not meet state requirements for clear and objective
standards, and opinion that there should be a process for Planning Commission to directly
apply state requirements in order to reject any criteria that does not meet the clear and
objective requirements

Project Scope and Process


Opinion that stakeholder engagement is a key to success of project, and should be supported
through engagement at every phase of the project



Concern that stakeholders were segregated into focus groups with similar ideas, and desire
for mixed groups to generate more genuine dialogue



Questions about goals and scope of the audit, relationship of audit to other project tasks



Desire for greater stakeholder engagement in the audit to more fully identify concerns about
the existing process in addition to the focus groups, and concerns that topics were not fully
addressed in the focus groups



Appreciation for engaging residents as stakeholders in the project, and belief that greater
participation in the process can help reduce conflict over adoption and implementation



Request for more background on the existing code, including comparison of the clear and
objective to discretionary criteria, and all related sections including final approval criteria and
other applicability sections, to inform stakeholder participation in the focus groups and any
subsequent events



Appreciation of the comparison of the discretionary and clear and objective criteria for each
review type assembled by the City



Request for materials to spatially illustrate impacts of existing regulations on development
feasibility, specifically infill development



Desire to see summary of all issues raised by stakeholders to confirm that issues were
adequately captured
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Desire to comprehensively examine both the clear and objective criteria and the
discretionary criteria with this project, that they are interrelated and must be considered
together to get a balance with more flexible criteria in the discretionary track



Questions about whether the project will include review of conditions and processes that
apply to residential development, as well as criteria



Expressed confusion over difference between focus groups and working groups, and timing
for each



Desire for ongoing stakeholder engagement in drafting preferred concepts, including interest
in participating in working groups



Recommendation to develop a solid foundation for the code update by examining “good”
and “bad” elements of residential development, using a similar process to that used to
develop the Jefferson Westside Special Area Zone



Concern that project is proceeding too quickly, without giving stakeholders and the public
adequate time to understand background issues, which may not serve the process well



Concern that deadline is too aggressive without knowing the full scope of the issues to be
identified in the audit



Concern that timeline is arbitrary and unrealistic, and some preference for thorough and
well-vetted project objectives to guide project forward



Desire to prioritize certain critical code fixes, such as requirements for review of traffic
impacts, roads, fire access, trees and Willamette Greenway, as soon as possible, while taking
more time for other issues as needed



Recommendation to break code review into smaller pieces to allow more thoughtful review,
such as a few criteria each month, while maintaining overall project schedule



Recommendation that project continue moving forward on identified timeline, some
opinions that project includes adequate public engagement opportunities without rushing
any participants



Concern that longer projects discourage public participation through attrition, and that some
people may not have capacity or privilege to participate but they still care about the
outcomes to support residential development

General Observations


Comparison to debate over whether to permit ADUs in the R-2/3/4 zones to implement SB
1051, concern that time was wasted and solutions could have been identified sooner in the
process if there had been greater community engagement



For ADUs, desire to require owner occupancy, definition of affordability, setbacks and
height limits consistent with existing structures that consider aesthetics and views



Observation that code lacks a process to allow homeowners to pursue their rights to develop
accessory dwelling units under new state ADU regulations
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CLEAR & OBJECTIVE HOUSING APPROVAL CRITERIA UPDATE

Appendix D

Feedback on Draft Key Issues Summary
Suggested New Issues:


COS-20 (Pedestrian Definition)
o Definition of "Pedestrian." Many references in the code use the term "pedestrian" but do
not also include wheelchair users and other categories of non-motorized, non-bicyclist
users. Access and safety criteria should clearly apply to "non-motorized use(r)s of
transportation facilities, including, but not limited to bicyclists, pedestrians, wheelchair
users, child strollers, and individuals who have sight, hearing or mobility impairments or any
other condition that affects their safety when travelling on public or private transportation
facilities.

Comments on Issues:


COM-07 (Access Management Requirement)
o One of the issues with requiring access management compliance during a land division is
that during the division there is typically no development proposed. Currently we respond
to this and say "to be evaluated at time of building permit". Which is now an acceptable
response. Because it doesn't get evaluated at time of a development permit. Requiring
someone to guess at where the driveways go during a land division is a bit cart before the
horse. And a time waster when it will simply be evaluated at time of building permit.



COM-11 (PUD/Subdivision Concurrent Review)
o A good question to ask is why is the PUD a 2 step process anyway. 2 separate applications.
The Final PUD should be a document submitted that meets the conditions of approval. Like
Site Review. There is no Tentative Site Review and then Final Site Review. Having 2 separate
applications(regardless if there is a Subdivision) means 2 separate opportunities for appeal.



COM-14 (Duplicate Neighborhood/Applicant Meeting)/COO-10 (Neighborhood/Applicant Meeting
Requirement)
o As an aside, recent experience has shown that the neighborhood meeting is now used as a
delay tactic instead of how it was originally intended.



COM-15 (Special Safety Requirements Reference)
o EC 9.6845 addresses the safety of pedestrians, bicyclists and residents, but is not mandatory
and is not clear and objective, but inonetheless addresses an essential City policy, as stated
in the Council's resolution adopting "Vision Zero.: It should be replaced with adequate clearand-objective standards that ensure the safety of non-motorized users.
o



Agree. Remove the reference to the standard.

COM-16 (Off-Site Bike/Ped Connections)
o Dealing with ped/bike access. The existing standards are not clear and objective and are
only honored in the breach. The code needs to specific standards for adequate and safe
access. Also see NA-1 comment on "pedestrian," above.
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o





Disagree. Don’t add the criterion to CUP and SR. Remove it from all five applications. Many
applications are for property in developed areas of town, frequently surrounded be existing
built up property. Requiring connections by any other mans than streets and sidewalks is
not practical and in many instances not possible. Streets and sidewalks are there for
pedestrians and bicyclists and work just fine.

COM-17 (Application Requirement Criterion)
o Really? Make it a criterion that the application submittal requirements have been
met? Isn’t that what completeness review is all about? There is no need to make yet
another criterion. And, very significantly, regarding the application checklists - they are
inconsistent, contradictory, poorly organized and go way beyond applicable criteria. If
anything, the checklist should be shortened, left a checklist, and not made a criterion. BTW,
who could possibly determine if an informational item is adequate? That in itself requires
the use of discretion.
o

As a matter of state law you can only ask for information that is relevant to an approval
criterion. There is an odd assumption that items on the check list are approval criteria (if I
am understanding this issue correctly).You can't turn information items into approval
criterion. And who will judge if the information is adequate. This action simply makes the
standards less clear less objective.

o

“address transitions or buffers between different uses or zones” is in and of itself is not clear
and objective. Existing building height per zone should be adequate. There is not way to
define "bulk" so that it isn't limiting to someone. Market forces should take care of this.
Each zone has height mins and max. This could simply be eliminated. This gets challenged at
hearings as something different than the height allowed in the zone. Like somehow because
it is a PUD the height should be less than everyone else. Screening-- Opponents see this and
insist there must be a screen. Why do we screen housing from housing? Housing from
Parks? Noise and glare-- tools for opposition. Less is more. Not add more to further define
this. Overall-- eliminate don't complicate.

COS-02 (30-Foot Buffer Requirement for PUDs)
o I completely agree with the Description statement. Many, if not most PUDs in Eugene are in
existing built up areas, on small sites, and, frequently surrounded by similar uses. Requiring
a 30-foot setback is a waste of property. It negatively impacts the utilization of land,
reducing the number of housing units that can be provided. In nearly all cases, it renders
the use of clear & objective standards impossible because the site is simply not large enough
to accommodate such a setback. However, the cited corresponding criterion (EC 9.8320(3))
will need some work. It is not anywhere close to clear & objective. What does “adequate”
mean? What does “bulk” mean? “Location” can be described with setback dimensions, as
can “Height” with specific dimensions. Oh, and how can one interpret “…including, but not
limited to,…” That, too, is not clear & objective, it requires the use of discretion.
o Eliminate the buffer. There is no buffer in a subdivision. Why is there an assumption that a
PUD needs a buffer? That a PUD needs to hide itself (hide housing from housing). Setbacks
should be the tool.
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COS-03 (20-Percent Slope Grading Prohibition)
o Humans have been building on steep slopes for millennia. It’s not hard to do. It’s not
unsafe. You just need to do it correctly. I recommend eliminating the criterion
completely. Similar to the referenced criterion above for buffers, the referenced
corresponding criterion here is also very much not clear & objective. Need to define, with
quantitative measures, the words “significant”, “erosion”, failure”, hazard” and
“impediment.”
o



COS-04 (One Acre Accessible Open Space for PUDs)
o As cited in this Item’s description, this criterion, for similar reasons as for the 30-foot
setback criterion, renders many sites off-limits to the clear & objective tract. Further,
Eugene has a parks and open space system. It is the obligation of the city, not an individual
property development, to provide recreation facilities and open space. Eliminate this
criterion.
o



Why is this a criterion at all of the PUD. It isn't a criterion of other land use applications or of
a General Track PUD. Many times its open space that is visually accessible but not physically
accessible. Isn't that why we have a parks dept. If an open space requirement remains then
consider allowing schools to count towards that criterion.

COS-05 (Limitation Over 900 Feet for PUDs)
o Agreed. This criterion negatively impacts the provision of housing, including housing on
lands within the buildable lands inventory. The south hills of Eugene is full of development
above 900 feet. They are some of the most desired neighborhoods in town. The visual
impact of these neighborhoods from downtown or anywhere else in the city is
negligible. The existing code criterion (EC 9.8325(12(a)) should be eliminated. The
suggested use of the specific recommendation from the SHS should not be utilized as it too
is not clear & objective. Utilizing the “…scale, bulk, height…” criterion, once it is made clear
& objective, will work just fine.
o



These criterion are opening everyone up for a different strategy of maneuvering around the
code and/or opposing it. There is no good reason to limit development because of grading.
If someone wants to building on very steep slopes at really high costs . .why should this
matter. Slope limitations only serve one purpose . .to limit development. Humans have been
building on steep slopes for a very long time. We even admire many of those places but we
don't want them here?

The review sounds like a time consuming activity. Interesting that PUDs that were approved
prior to 2008 with exact same criterion have developed above 900 feet and are not a blight
on the city. Trees grow back.

COS-06 (Ridgeline Setback for PUDs)
o For the same reasons as cited in the criterion above (30-foot buffer, one acre open space
and limitation over 900 feet), requiring a 300-foot ridgeline setback negatively impacts the
ability to provide housing. The existing code criterion (EC 9.8325(12(b)) should be
eliminated. The suggested use of the specific recommendation from the SHS should not be
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utilized as it too is not clear & objective. Utilizing the “…scale, bulk, height…” criterion, once
it is made clear & objective, will work just fine.


COS-07 (40 Percent Open Space Requirement for PUDs)
o Ditto above. Requiring that development be clustered is an artificial pre-determined
construct. Who says clustering is better that disbursal? If anything clustering increases
impact. And 40%? Since when can one leave 40% of a development site open and have it
pencil? EC (9.8325(12)(c) should be deleted. Oh, and use instead the SHS recommendation
regarding “…shallow slopes, lowest elevations, etc…” That in itself is contradictory. The
shallowest slopes are usually located at the highest elevations. It’s a matter of geography
that ridgetops are often flattened out (unless you’re the top of a volcano). Just look at
Blanton Heights, Gillespie Butte, Hendricks Park. All examples of the natural formation of
ridgetops in Eugene.
o



COS-08 (Emergency Response)
o The staff, HO and EPC are not even evaluating actual impediments or risk. The code should
not try to define these, but instead should rely on specific standards, particularly
Eugene's own Fire Code and Adopted Street Standards.
o



“Significant risk” in whose opinion. Will emergency response time eliminate properties from
being developed? It hasn't prevented anyone from buying houses in those areas and those
same people come out and use these types of criterion to prevent further development.
This stuff has to be eliminated. Developers and people purchasing properties can assume
the risk of living further away from designate response times. People that live in the country
have made that decision. Put the responsibility back on to the decision makers not the land
use code.

COS-09 (Conditional Use Requirement)
o CUP should not have two tracks. Obviously, a "conditional" residential use allows something
above and beyond the basic uses allowed by a zone. While the standards might
be improved by clearer criteria, there is no need for separate tracks. It would be more
functional to (perhaps) have separate criteria for residential and other uses and/or uses
adjacent to residential zones (including special area zones). See NA-2, above.
o



This is found no where else in the code for any other land use application except a PUD
which is required. This clearly limits possibilities for housing. Regarding possible action: How
is this different than what we already have. Why is clustering going to help address visual
impact. Dispersal might be the better solution. Clustering requires much tree removal in
clustered areas. The South Hills are not mountains. Sometimes the highest points are the
flattest areas. and the steepest slopes are the lower areas. Like rolling hills. Grounds for
appeal and interpretation.

Amend the code so that housing in Eugene does not need a Conditional Use
Permit. Ever. We’ve no shortage of SR and PUD requirements. And the Subdivision
ordinance more than addresses anything of concern.

COS-09 (Conditional Use Requirement)/COS-12 (Site Review Requirement)/COS-16 (PUD Type III
Process)
o There appears to be no analysis of the fact that the statutes allow housing types
(technically, residential uses) to be limited by zoning, as long as there is adequate capacity
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for "needed housing." This potentially means that it would be lawful to provide clear-andobjective standards only as would be applied to single-family dwellings, allowed "outright"
in R-1, and have the other forms of housing (e.g., multi-family) require (e.g.) a conditional
use permit, which could have discretionary standards.*
*This comment came in as an item not addressed, but the three existing issues referenced
are related. The interpretation of State statutes provided is not consistent with the City’s;
however, the comment could be adapted to propose a concept for the issues referenced.


COS-10 (Partition Tree Preservation)
o For the reasons cited, I agree completely. Eliminate the tree preservation requirement from
the partition application.



COS-11 (Tree Preservation Consideration)
o NO!!!!! Trees grow. They will grow back. Most existing trees on development sites are not
native to the site. Many are non-native seeds deposited by wind, the errant hiker’s boot or
pant leg, or dropped from birds (from either end). Many are diseased and damaged. And
since when is inventorying and accessing trees a practical and realistic use of time (and
resources, i.e., cost)? Case in point – we have a 98-acre site in the south hills which by the
best estimate possible has some 13,000 trees. Who’s going to inventory those? At what
impact to the affordability of housing? And for what benefit? The property is planned and
zoned for residential development. The best possible action here is to, at most, leave the
criterion as is.
o



RE “consideration” more effectively” Trees grow where they grow. The good ones don't
grow on the edges and the less healthy where open would like to develop buildings. The
tree standards have consistently held up projects from staff through public input. If you
want development in the UGB then propose tree replacement. Is the code really going to
read "evaluate the trees. Tell us its health and we will deny your project based on the health
of particular trees". It takes a lot of time and money to evaluate trees (we currently have a
project with 12,000 trees. Road are going to go where it makes sense : in other words,
reducing impact to topography and limiting erosion is the goal, not which trees should we
save) Tree preservation has never made sense in the context of development in an limited
UGB. If the city is going to require particular trees to be preserved (and how is this going to
be evaluated) then the city should just purchase the land for preservation)

COS-12 (Site Review Requirement)
o The Eugene Code is very well developed with a thorough and comprehensive set of
development standards. EC 9.2700 through 9.2777 covers it all. Remove the requirement
for SR for R-1.
o

Many of the properties that have SR overlay got the designation long ago. Chapter 9 and
Chapter 7 together far exceed any Site Review requirements. This is a typically redundant
necessary process that adds cost and delay.

o

Site Review should not have two tracks. The kind of requirements for Site Review applicable
to residential development should be in the residential zoning code itself, being applied in
specific areas, for certain situations and/or for certain types of housing. While the
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standards might be improved by clearer criteria, there is no need for separate tracks. It
would be more functional to (perhaps) have separate criteria for residential and other uses
and/or uses adjacent to residential zones (including special area zones).


COS-13 (Geotechnical Requirement)
o Limit the need for geotechnical investigation to public improvements and areas of known
soils, groundwater or geological issues.
o



COS-14 (19-Lot Rule—Motor Vehicle Dispersal)
o As stated, this criterion has been found to be discretionary. There’s nothing more to say.
Eliminate it.
o







“multiple levels of review” adding unnecessary cost. Why not require it at building permit
when the structural info is submitted.

Remove it and let common sense prevail. There are some places in the hills where one can't
go up and over to connect to the nearest street to meet this requirement.

COS-15 (Traffic Impact)
o “Analysis” by its very nature requires the use of discretion in generating a report and
evaluating its compliance with criteria. Therefore, it is not clear & objective and should not
be a criterion in the clear & objective tract.
o

Eliminate this as a land use application. It is an information tool, just like a geotech report or
storm water analysis. Leaving this in the discretionary realm makes it an appeal-able
application.

o

This needs serious attention. Staff has not properly interpreted or enforced requirements.
Further, the cumulative impact of multiple developments must be addressed.

COS-16 (PUD Type III Process)
o The recommendation that this be a Type II process is absurd! In fact PUDs out to require
approval by elected officials. Staff treats PUDs as way to get around development criteria
that protect neighborhoods and impacted residents.
o

The Type III process, by its very nature is discretionary. It is not clear & objective. Why do
we have PUDs at all? What do they accomplish? If their intent it to provide an alternative
path for a development proposal (I.e., the PUD purpose statement), then they may have a
role in the discretionary tract but certainly not in the clear & objective tract.

o

The better question is why have PUDs at all. In the hills they are simply Subdivisions. With an
additional PUD process tacked on. Perhaps a PUD is an aspirational concept that is not
utilized. Neighbors regularly come out in force against multi-family housing in R-1 so why
would any one cluster buildings in a PUD in any other sense than t cluster them around a
road. So basically what you end up with is a subdivision because neighbors have made it
clear they don't want renters or multi-family housing near them. That is the realty of the
market. A PUD might be an old fashioned idea.

COS-18 (Arborist and Landscape Architect Requirement)
o Agreed. Make it either or, not both.
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COS-19 (Street Standards Modifications)
o If numerical standards can be developed, then use the Adjustment Review process as
suggested.
o

These need to be clearer and enforced. Staff used every possible way to grant exceptions,
resulting in safety and livability impacts to nearby neighbors.



COO-3 (Street Width Standards)
o It's fine if PWD is responsible -- but where is the required Citizen Involvement Plan ("CIP").
PWD staff have abused their role in applying street standards, and they need to have honest
citizens involved from the very beginning.



COO-07 (Residential Requirement for New Commercial)
o If this were to get added then it would limit who comes to the market. All real estate is not
the same and not everyone wants to build commercial, not everyone wants to build housing
and definitely not everyone wants both. They are very different from a proforma
perspective.



COO-10 (Neighborhood/Applicant Meeting Requirement)
o Some projects are so complex that there is no way a design team could go into a
neighborhood meeting, change anything, and then be required to host another meeting
because of the changes and submit it in the 6 month time frame so another neighborhood
meeting doesn't have to be held. A possibility of 3 meetings. Recently the co-chairs told me
that none of the dates worked. Please pick 3 others. You can imagine how complicated this
gets especially when I suggested I couldn't and they threatened to make that part of the
appeal. Everything about this requirement has become a tool for delay. These meetings cost
about $2000 per meeting. Project coordination, room rental, certified mail (someone has to
walk over to the post office), post a sign on site, prepare for the meeting, hold the meeting,
make a mailing list and check it twice, coordinate mailing with bulk mailing service, get a
notary on the affidavit of posting, package up meeting materials for submittal. Please
eliminate.



COO-12 (Willamette Greenway Criteria)
o As with PUDs, a Type III process by its nature is discretionary and should not be in the clear
& objective tract.
o



Eliminate the need for the WG for housing. This is costly and unnecessary. Within the
standards I don't see a place where staff would deny a single family house on an existing
single family vacant lot. And yet, they lot owner is required to go through the process.
Without appeals this comes to about $15,000 with professional fees and city fees. Just
added cost and delay for no reason.

COO-16 (Tree Preservation and Removal Standards)
o The question might be why is this a requirement at all. We recently had an experience
where we had to apply for a Tree Removal permit in conjunction with a building permit.
Building permit is a " by right" permit and the neighbor held up the permit by appealing the
tree removal permit. The city was never going to deny the permit so why do we have top
apply at all.
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COO-17 (Minimum Lot Frontage)
o Yes!!! This is a developers choice. Not sure why this matters. Skinny houses going up in
Portland actually look and fit into the neighbrohoods. A PUD would end that opportunity.



COO-18 (Cluster Subdivision Clear & Objective Option)
o Consider allowing them outright. Why are clusters required to have individual lots then
requiring a subdivision application. What is gained? A lot is lost however. The you would
have to look at Multi-Family in R-1 which this becomes if the units aren't on individual lots.

Comments on Scope:


COO-1 (Multi-Family Standards Review)
o Good luck! avoiding an appeal by the Homebuilders if the MF standards aren't fixed.



COO-4 (Discretionary Track Changes)
o A ridiculous exclusion from this project, just because the language is in the "discretionary
path." Fix it once and apply it everywhere.



COO-10 (Neighborhood/Applicant Meeting Requirement)
o They have become a tool for neighbors to slow down and disrupt the development
process. Current city requirements are extremely proscriptive. They give false impressions
to neighbors that they get to decide what occurs on someone’s private
property. Neighborhood meeting should be voluntary at most. This is not an Out-of-Scope
issue. Neighborhood Meetings can be removed from clear & objective tract.



COO-12 (Willamette Greenway Criteria)
o Another ridiculous exclusion. Good luck! avoiding an appeal by the Homebuilders if the WG
standards aren't fixed.



COO-14 (Conformance vs. Exaction)
o wouldn't require a code change if we had competent and honest planners who understood
what the law is. Since that's not the case, it needs to be clarified in a coda, if not code.This is
simple, and should be a "maintenance" item.



COO-15 (Privately Engineered Public Improvement Waivers)
o Staff has not properly or consistently applied established law for PEPIs (both Chapter 7 and
case law.) This is simple, and should be a "maintenance" item.



COO-17 (Minimum Lot Frontage)
o The C&O Project does not need to address the required minimums. It does need to clarify
how residential lot frontage is measured. Staff misinterpretation allows a "frontage" to be
arbitrarly shallow. It should be the depth of the front setback.
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